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Abstract 
The present paper deals with probabilistic identification of indexed families of uniformly recur- 
sive languages from positive data under monotonic&y constraints. Thereby, we consider conser- 
vative, strong-monotonic and monotonic probabilistic learning of indexed families with respect to 
class comprising, class preserving and proper hypothesis spaces, and investigate the probabilistic 
hierarchies in these learning models. 
Earlier results in the field of probabilistic identification established that - considering function 
identification ~ each collection of recursive functions identifiable with probability p > i is deter- 
ministically identifiable (cf. [50]). In the case of language learning from text, each collection of 
recursive languages identifiable from text with probability p > : is deterministically identifiable 
(cf. [40]), but when dealing with the learning models mentioned above, we obtain probabilis- 
tic hierarchies highly structured without a “gap” between the probabilistic and deterministic 
learning classes. In the case of proper conservative probabilistic learning and proper strong- 
monotonic probabilistic learning, respectively, we are able to show the probabilistic hierarchies 
to be dense in [0, 11. For proper monotonic probabilistic learning, we show that the probabilistic 
hierarchy is dense in (+, 11. Considering class preserving conservative or monotonic probabilis- 
tic learning, we show the corresponding probabilistic hierarchies to be strictly decreasing with 
increasing probability. These results extend the previous work considerably (cf. [50,51]). For 
class preserving strong-monotonic probabilistic learning, we show that every indexed family of 
uniformly recursive languages strong-monotonically identifiable with a probability p > $ with re- 
spect to a class preserving hypothesis space is deterministically strong-monotonically identifiable 
with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space, i.e., the corresponding probabilistic hierar- 
chy has a “gap” beginning with p = f . In the class comprising case, each of the investigated 
probabilistic hierarchies has a “gap”. In particular, we can show for class comprising conserva- 
tive learning as well as for learning without additional constraints that probabilistic identifica- 
tion and team identification are equivalent. This yields discrete probabilistic hierarchies in these 
cases. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Inductive inference 
Many fields in Machine Learning are concerned with investigating and formalizing 
human learning processes in order to utilize the results in designing computer programs. 
In particular, childrens’ ability to learn their mother tongue on the basis of incomplete 
and ambiguous information motivated various abstract learning models which try to 
reflect the special quality of language acquisition. A well studied approach in this field 
is the theory of formal language learning first introduced by Gold [ 191. The general 
situation investigated in language learning in the limit can be described as follows. 
An inductive inference machine is an algorithmic device that is fed more and more 
information about a language to be inferred. This information can consist of positive 
and negative examples or only positive ones. In this paper we consider the case, where 
the learner is fed all strings belonging to the language to be inferred but no other strings, 
i.e., learning from text. When fed a text for a language L, the inductive inference 
machine has to produce hypotheses about L. The hypotheses the learner produces have 
to be members of an admissible set of hypotheses; every such admissible set is called 
hypothesis pace, The hypothesis space may be a set of grammars or a set of decision 
procedures for the languages to be learned. Finally, the sequence of hypotheses has to 
converge to a hypothesis correctly describing the language L to be learned. If the learner 
converges for every positive presentation for L to a correct description of L, then it is 
said to identify the language in the limit from text. A learner identifies a collection 
of languages in the limit from text if and only if it identifies each member of this 
collection in the limit from text. 
Similarly, we can define function EX-identification (cf. [ll, 191). In this case, the 
objects to be learned are recursive or partial recursive functions. The learner succes- 
sively takes as input the graph of the function f to be learned, or, more precisely, 
finite sequences of pairs of natural numbers (x, y), x, y E N, where y = f (x). When fed 
the graph of f, the learner has to produce hypotheses about f, i.e., code numbers of 
computer programs. If the sequence of hypotheses converges to the code number of 
a computer program that computes f, then the learner is said to EX-identify the func- 
tion f. A learner EX-identifies a collection of functions if and only if it EX-identifies 
each member of this collection. 
In this paper, we deal with identification of collections of recursive languages. Since 
we are interested in potential applications of our work, we do not consider arbitrary col- 
lections of recursive languages but restrict ourselves to indexed families of uniformly 
recursive languages, i.e., families (L~)I~N of recursive languages with uniformly decid- 
able membership problem. Learning of indexed families was first studied by Angluin 
(cf. [2]) and further investigated by various authors (cf., e.g., [26,34,38,42,45,52,53] 
and the references therein). 
Finally, we have to specify what hypothesis space the inference machines may use. 
As mentioned above, the hypothesis space may be a set of grammars or a set of decision 
procedures for the languages to be learned. In general, learning machines synthesizing 
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grammars are more powerful than learning machines that have to produce decision 
procedures for the languages to be inferred (cf. [ 10,19,48]). Lange and Zeugmann [32] 
showed that in the case of identification of indexed families, there is no loss of learning 
power when the machines are required to output decision procedures for the target 
languages. Therefore, we investigate the situation where the learner may exclusively 
choose hypotheses from enumerable families of grammars with uniformly decidable 
membership (cf., e.g., [53]). 
Let 2 be an indexed family. Obviously, the hypothesis space has to contain at 
least one description for each L E range(9). Hence, it seems only natural to take the 
indexed family Y itself as hypothesis space (cf., e.g., [2,26,38,42]). If 8 can be 
learned with respect to _Y itself, then we call _Y proper learnable. However, there are 
many results showing that the requirement to learn properly may lead to a decrease of 
the learning power (cf., e.g., [32,34,53]). Therefore, we investigate not only proper 
learning, but additionally class preserving learning. In the case of class preserving 
learning, the learner is allowed to choose a possibly difSerent enumeration of Y and 
possibly dz@rent descriptions of the target languages. More formally, .S! is identifiable 
with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space if and only if there are an inductive 
inference machine M and a hypothesis space 3 which has a range equal to range(Y) 
such that A4 learns P’ and only chooses hypotheses from 3, 
In the two learning models described above, we have required that the hypothesis 
space excludes grammars describing languages which are not contained in the range of 
the indexed family to be learned. This seems to be a natural requirement, since such 
hypotheses cannot be correct. However, it may be appropriate to allow the learner to 
“construct” new hypotheses or to “amalgamate” hypotheses already guessed to new 
hypotheses during the learning process until a correct description of the language to be 
learned is found. Obviously, these “constructed” hypotheses may describe languages 
not contained in the range of the indexed family 9 to be learned. Consequently, we 
consider the case of class comprising learning, too. Thereby, _Y is identifiable with 
respect to a class comprising hypothesis space if and only if there are an inductive 
inference machine A4 and a hypothesis space 9 which has a range comprising range( 9) 
such that A4 learns _F and only chooses hypotheses from 3. There are lots of results 
showing that an enlargement of the hypothesis space not only affects the learning 
power but also the efficiency of learning, see for example [31-341, or [53] for an 
overview. 
1.2. Inductive inference under monotonicity constraints 
In the last decades, the learning model of Gold [ 191 has been refined and mod- 
ified in various ways (cf., e.g., [4, 1 l] or [39] for an overview). One of the most 
important modifications concerned a major problem arising when learning languages 
from text, namely to avoid or detect overgeneralization, i.e., hypotheses that describe 
proper supersets of the language to be inferred. This problem is also called the subset 
problem. In order to handle the subset problem, several authors proposed the so-called 
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subset principle (cf., e.g., [7] or [47]). Informally, the subset principle can be de- 
scribed as follows. The learner has to guess the “least” language from the hypothe- 
sis space with respect to set inclusion that fits the data the learner has seen so far. 
The notion of conservative learning, introduced by Angluin [2], is one possible for- 
malization of this requirement. Thereby, a learner is called conservative (cf. Definition 
2) if it may change its hypothesis only in case it receives an input string which is not 
contained in the language generated by the current hypothesis. For more information 
about conservative learning, we refer the reader to [2] or [53]. 
When learning inductively from examples, a learning algorithm has to produce hy- 
potheses on the basis of a Jinite set of examples, i.e., it has to perform a generalization. 
The degree of generalization, however, may vary severely, i.e., the learner may output 
proper supersets as well as “small” subsets of the language to be learned. Moreover, 
the learner may “disimprove” its hypotheses during the learning process. When observ- 
ing human inference processes, however, we notice that people use various learning 
strategies to “improve” their hypotheses, i.e., they reject a hypothesis only if they 
are convinced that the new hypothesis is “better” than the previous conjecture with 
respect to the given learning problem. Generalization strategies as well as special- 
ization strategies belong to the most important learning heuristics that are used to 
guarantee the improvement of the hypotheses during the learning process. In this pa- 
per, we deal with several formalizations of generalization strategies, i.e., we consider 
learning algorithms that start by hypothesizing a grammar for a language “smaller” 
than the language L to be learned, and “refine” this hypothesis gradually until a cor- 
rect hypothesis for L is found. 
Jantke [25] interpreted generalization in the strongest sense by defining the notion 
of strong-monotonicity. Thereby, the learner, when successively fed a text for the 
language to be inferred, has to produce a chain of hypotheses such that Li 2 Lj in case 
j is guessed later than i. Since strong-monotonicity is a very restrictive constraint on the 
behavior of an inductive inference machine (cf. [30]), it seems only natural to introduce 
weaker formalizations of the generalization principle. One of these notions is due to 
Wiehagen [49], namely monotonicity. Informally, the learner, when successively fed 
a text for the language L to be inferred, learns monotonically, if it produces a chain of 
hypotheses such that for any two hypotheses, the hypothesis produced later is as least as 
good as the earlier one with respect to L. More precisely, we require that Li n L C Lj n L, 
if j is conjectured after i. Besides monotonic learning, we consider another weaker 
version of strong-monotonicity which is called weak-monotonicity (cf. [25]). Weak- 
monotonicity can be described as follows. If the learner conjectures j after i and the 
set of strings seen by the learner when j is guessed is a subset of Li, then Li c Lj. 
For more information about monotonic learning of recursive or recursively enumerable 
languages, we refer the reader to [22,25,26,49,53]. 
Recently, the impact of monotonicity constraints on the power of inductive inference 
machines learning indexed families has been investigated intensively. In particular, it 
was shown that the learning power of an inductive inference machine strongly depends 
on the hypothesis space the learner may use, see e.g., [29-32,531 or [34]. 
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1.3. Probabilistic inductive inference 
Until now, we have only considered learning models where the learning machines are 
required to learn deterministically, i.e., the learner solves a given problem successfully 
with respect to a given learning model if and only if it produces a correct solution of 
the problem and adheres to the constraints required by the learning model. However, the 
investigation of human inference processes suggests that the learner should be allowed 
to fail with a certain probability in order to enlarge its learning power. Thus, it seems 
only natural to develop and investigate formal models of probabilistic learning. 
In Learning Theory, there are two major branches of probabilistic learning, namely 
PAC-Learning, introduced by Valiant [46], and probabilistic inductive inference. Prob- 
abilistic inductive inference of recursive functions was first studied by Freivalds 
(cf. [18]). In the following years, this area has attracted considerable attention. In 
particular, the research focussed on jinite probabilistic learning and popperian ,jinite 
probabilistic karning, see e.g., [l, 14-161, and Wiehagen et al. [50]. Probabilistic in- 
ductive inference of recursive functions was also intensively studied by Pitt [40], Pitt 
and Smith [41], Wiehagen et al. [50,51], and Kinber and Zeugmann [28]. Probabilistic 
language learning from text or informant was investigated by Pitt [40], and Jain and 
Sharma [2 1,241. Another approach to probabilistic language learning, namely language 
learning from stochastic examples, is due to Angluin [3] and was further investigated 
by Kapur and Bilardi [27]. 
Many results in the field of probabilistic learning concern the connections betM>een 
probabilistic EX-identijication and team EX-ident$cation (cf., e.g., [l, 14, 16,21,40]). 
The notion of team learning was introduced by Smith [43], and further investigated, 
e.g., by Daley [12], and Jain and Sharma [23]. The introduction of team learning can 
be motivated by the observation that in general, scientific discovery is the result of 
the effort of a scientific community. Informally, a team MI,. . ,A4,, is a collection of 
inductive inference machines. A41 , . . , A4, EX-identifies a function f if there exists at 
least one machine in the team which EX-identifies f. Jain and Sharma [21] transferred 
the notion of team learning to language identification. More information concerning 
team learning of recursive languages or team learning of indexed families can be found 
in [23,36,44,45]. In this paper, we consider unconstrained team learning as well as 
conservative team learning of indexed families, and compare these learning models 
with the corresponding notions of probabilistic learning (cf. Definition 3, Definition 5, 
and Definition 6). 
By observing the human ability to learn with a probability less than 1, we notice that 
in general, the learning power is enhanced even if the probability has to be close to one, 
and decreases strictly with increasing probability. Hence, the question arises whether 
or not the probabilistic learning models studied in the last decades reflect this ability. 
Pitt [40] investigated the connections between probabilistic learning and team infer- 
ence of recursive functions, and showed that identification by a single probabilistic ma- 
chine is equivalent to team learning. In particular, each collection of recursive functions 
identifiable with probability p> i is deterministically identifiable (cf. [40] or [50]), 
i.e., the probabilistic hierarchy has a “gap” beginning with i. Another result concerned 
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behaviorally correct identijication (abbr. BC-identification). BC-identification of recur- 
sive functions was first introduced by Barzdin [5], and can be described as follows. 
A learner M BC-identifies a function f if and only if M, when successively fed the 
graph of f, produces a sequence of programs such that almost all of these programs 
compute f. Notice that M is not claimed to converge, i.e., the learner is allowed to 
produce different programs that compute f. Also for probabilistic BC-identification, 
Pitt [40] proved an equivalence between probabilistic BC-identification and the corre- 
sponding notion of team identification. 
For the case of jinite probabilistic ident$cation, Freivalds [18] showed that the 
corresponding probabilistic hierarchy has a “gap” beginning with $. Daley and 
Kalyanasundaram [ 131 showed an analogous result for popperian jinite probabilistic 
learning. Another important result concerned function identijkation with bounded mind 
changes. Informally, an inductive inference machine M EX-identifies a function f with 
mind changes bn if M EX-identifies f and changes the hypothesis at most n times. 
Identification with bounded mind changes was introduced by Barzdin and Freivalds [6] 
and further investigated among others by Wiehagen et al. [50], Case and Smith [ll], 
Lange and Zeugmann [31], and Mukouchi [38]. In [50], Wiehagen et al. proved that 
for all n 2 2, there is a collection of recursive functions that can be EX-identified with 
arbitrary high probability making at most n mind changes but every deterministic EX- 
learner strictly exceeds the bound of n mind changes. This result, however, does not 
yield a probabilistic hierarchy strictly decreasing with increasing probability, i.e., we 
obtain no information about the connections between the probabilistic learning classes. 
Furthermore, Wiehagen et al. [51] constructed a nonstandard hypothesis space Y such 
that each infinite set of recursive functions, which is EX-identifiable with respect to 
some acceptable Giidel-numbering, is EX-identifiable with arbitrary high probability 
with respect to 9, but not deterministically EX-identifiable with respect to 8. How- 
ever, this hypothesis space 9 does not induce a “natural” deterministic learning class. 
Considering language learning from text, each collection of recursive languages 
identifiable from text with probability p > 5 is deterministically identifiable (cf. [40]). 
Consequently, in the case of language learning as well, we lose too much certainty 
in order to gain learning power, although probabilistic identification was shown to be 
strictly more powerful than team identification (cf. [21]). 
These results could tempt us to conclude that, in general, probabilistic learners are 
not suitable to replace deterministic learners, and that probabilistic inductive inference 
does not reflect the human ability to learn with probability less than one. However, the 
picture changes when investigating proper and class preserving probabilistic learning 
of indexed families under monotonicity constraints. 
2. Results 
We deal with conservative, strong-monotonic, and monotonic probabilistic learning 
of indexed families with respect to class comprising, class preserving and proper hy- 
pothesis spaces. 
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In the first section, we investigate the case where we allow the inductive infer- 
ence machines to choose their hypotheses from arbitrary complex hypothesis spaces, 
i.e., class comprising probabilistic learning. For unconstrained probabilistic identij- 
cation as well as for class comprising conservative probabilistic identijication, we 
show that probabilistic identification and team identification are equivalent. This yields 
discrete probabilistic hierarchies in these cases. In particular, each indexed family con- 
servatively identifiable with probability p > i is deterministically conservatively iden- 
tifiable with respect to an appropriate class comprising hypothesis space. Also in the 
case of class comprising strong-monotonic probabilistic learning, we can show the 
probabilistic hierarchy to have a “gap” beginning with k, i.e., each indexed fam- 
ily strong-monotonically identifiable with probability p > f is deterministically strong- 
monotonically identifiable with respect to an appropriate class comprising hypothesis 
space. For class comprising monotonic probabilistic learning, the probabilistic hier- 
archy has a “gap” beginning with f . Thus, we can conclude that it is possible to 
compensate the additional power of probabilistic inference machines without losing 
monotonicity by choosing appropriate hypothesis spaces. 
In the second section, we deal with class preserving probabilistic learning. In the 
case of class preserving strong-monotonic probabilistic learning, we show that there 
exists an indexed family which is strong-monotonically identifiable with probability 
p = $ with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space but not strong monotonically 
identifiable with a larger probability with respect to any class preserving hypothesis 
space. However, this turns out to be the best result possible in this case, since each in- 
dexed family strong-monotonically identifiable with a probability p> z with respect to 
a class preserving hypothesis space is deterministically strong-monotonically identifiable 
with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space. Consequently, an indexed family 
which is properly strong-monotonically identifiable with p > f or strong-monotonically 
identifiable with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space with p > f can be 
learned strong-monotonically by choosing other descriptions of the languages to be 
learned than those given by the indexed family itself. We will see that this phenomenon 
follows from the fact that strong-monotonicity gives us much information about the 
hypotheses the probabilistic machine produces when fed information about a language 
to be learned. 
For class preserving conservative probabilistic learning and class preserving mono- 
tonic probabilistic learning, we show the probabilistic hierarchies to be strictly decreas- 
ing with increasing probability, i.e., for all p E [0, 1) there exists an indexed family 
2 and a j E (p, 1 ), such that dp is conservatively (monotonically) identifiable with 
probability ~7 with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space but not conservatively 
(monotonically) identifiable with probability q > 17 with respect to any class preserving 
hypothesis space. 
The results given so far show that we possibly obtain strictly decreasing probabilistic 
hierarchies provided the machines are claimed to learn with respect to class preserving 
hypothesis spaces. Intuitively, the probabilistic hierarchies should be even more struc- 
tured when the machines are restricted to the original descriptions of the languages to 
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be learned. Actually, this intuition turns out to be correct - we are able to show that 
the probabilistic hierarchies in the case of proper conservative probabilistic learning 
and proper strong-monotonic probabilistic learning are dense in the interval [0, l] by 
using a new separation technique. In the case of proper monotonic probabilistic learn- 
ing, we are able to show that the probabilistic hierarchy is dense in (t, 11. This can be 
regarded as a completely new phenomenon in the field of probabilistic identification. 
3. Preliminaries 
We denote the natural numbers by N = (0, 1,2,. . .}. The set of positive natural num- 
bers is denoted by N+. Let MO, Ml,. . . be a standard list of all Turing machines, and 
let cpo, cp~, . . be the resulting acceptable programming system, i.e., cpi denotes the par- 
tial recursive function computed by A4i. Let @JO, @I,. . be any associated complexity 
measure (cf. [9]). Without loss of generality we may assume that di,&) E N+ for all 
k,x E N. Furthermore, let k,x E N. If (Pi is defined, we say that (Pi converges 
and write (P&c)~; otherwise (PL(X) diverges and we write (~k(x)f. In the sequel, we 
assume familiarity with formal language theory (cf. [20]). Let C be any fixed finite 
alphabet of symbols and let C* be the free monoid over Z. Any subset L C C* is called 
a language. Let L be a language, and let s = sc,sr, . . . be a finite or infinite sequence 
of strings from C*. Define range(s) := {sk /k E N}. An infinite sequence r =so,st,. . . 
of strings from C* with range(z) =L is called a text for L. By text(L), we denote 
the set of all texts for L. Let t be a text, let x E N, and let s be a finite sequence of 
strings from C*. By r,, we denote the initial segment of z of length x+ 1. Furthermore, 
we write s C r in case s is a prefix of r. 
Next we define the notion of the canonical text for a non-empty recursive language L 
(cf. [29]). Let SO,SI, be the lexicographically ordered text of C*. Test whether s, EL 
for z=O,1,2,... until the first z E f+J is found such that s, EL. Since L # 0, there must 
be at least one such z E N. Set rf = s,. For all x E N define: 
L 7,” &+x+1 if s,+,+l E L 
%+I = 
7,” .s otherwise, where s is the last string in r,“. 
In the sequel, we exclusively deal with the learnability of indexed families of uniformly 
recursive languages defined as follows (cf. [2]). A sequence _Y = (Lj)jgN is said to be 
an indexed family of uniformly recursive languages provided Lj # 0 for all j E N, and 
there is a recursive function F such that for all j E N and s E C*: 
F( j,s) := 
1 
1 if,SELj, 
0 otherwise. 
In the following, we refer to indexed families of uniformly recursive languages as 
indexed families for short. Let _Y be an indexed family. By range(Z), we denote 
{LjljEN]. 
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As in Gold (cf. [19]) we define an inductive inference machine (abbr. IIM) to be an 
algorithmic device working as follows. An IIM A4 takes as its input larger and larger 
initial segments of a text r and it either takes the next input string, or it first outputs 
a hypothesis, i.e., a number encoding a certain computer program, and then requests the 
next input string. The set of all admissible hypotheses is called hypothesis 
space. 
As mentioned in the introduction, we do not allow every set of hypothesis as a 
hypothesis space but only enumerable families of grammars Go, G,, Gz,. . over the 
terminal alphabet C such that range(Y) C {L(Gj) 1 j E RJ} and membership in L(Gj) is 
uniformly decidable for all j E N and all strings s E C*. If an IIM A4 outputs a num- 
ber j, then we are interpreting this number to be the index of the grammar G,. i.e., 
M guesses the language L(Gj). Let s be a finite sequence of strings from C* and let 
j E PJ be a hypothesis. Then j is said to be consistent with s iff range(s) C L( Gj). For 
a hypothesis space Y=((L(G~))~~_N, we use range(%) to denote {L(Gj) /Jo FU}. 
Let r be a text for a recursive language L and let x E N. By M(r,) we denote the last 
hypothesis M outputs when fed r,. If there is no such hypothesis, then M(z,) is said to 
be 1. M(t,) is said to be refutable for L iff there exists an s E C* with s E L\L(GM(~, ,), 
and M(z,) is said to be correct for L iff L = L(G its, ,). Otherwise, i.e., if L c L(GMM(,! ), 
we call M(T~) overgeneralization of L. The sequence (M(~,)),,N is said to converge 
to the number j iff either there exists some n E kA with M(z,) =j for all x>n, or 
(M(%))XEN is finite and its last member is j. Let 9 = (Gj)jEb be a hypothesis space. 
M is said to converge correctly on z kth respect to 3 iff (M(T,~)),~~ converges to j 
with L(Gi) = L. Now we define learning in the limit (cf. [ 191). 
Definition 1 (Gold [19]). Let 2 be an indexed family, let L E range(Y), and let 
g=(Gj>jEk be a hypothesis space. An IIM M CLZM-identifies L from text with 
respect to 9 iff M converges correctly with respect to <’ on every text r for L. 
M CLZM-identifies .Y with respect to 3 iff, for each L E range(Y), M CLIM- 
identifies L from text with respect to ‘4. 
Let CLIM denote the collection of all indexed families for which there are an IIM 
M and a hypothesis space 9 such that M CLIM-identifies 2 with respect to Y. 
The prefix C in CLIM is used to denote a class comprising learning, i.e., 2 can be 
learned with respect to some hypothesis space 9 with range(Y) C range(g). By LIM 
we denote the collection of all indexed families Y that can be learned in the limit 
with respect to a class preserving hypothesis space 9, i.e., range(%) = range(%). The 
empty prefix for LIM is denoted by E. If an indexed family _Y has to be inferred with 
respect to _Y itself, then we replace the prefix C by E, i.e., ELZM is the collection 
of indexed families that can be learned properly in the limit. We adopt this distinction 
for all the learning types defined below. 
Next we define conservative (cf. [2]). weak-monotonic, monotonic and strong-mono- 
tonic inference (cf. [2_5,49]). 
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Definition 2 (Angh [2], Juntke [25], Wiehugen [49]). Let 9 be an indexed family, 
let L E range(Z), and let 99 = (Gj)iEN be a hypothesis space. An IIM A4 is said to 
identify L from text with respect to 9 
(A) conservatively, 
(B) strong-monotonically, 
(C) monotonically, 
(D) weak-monotonically, 
iff M CLIM-identifies L from text with respect to 9, and for every text r for L as well 
as for all n, k E N, k E N+ with M(r,) fl the corresponding condition is satisfied: 
(A) if WrX) # M(r,+k), then range(r,+k) ~.L(Gw,)), 
(B) L(Gw~,)) &L(G~r,+kj), 
(C) UGW~)) n L C L(G~(r,+kj) n L, 
(D) if range(r,+k) C L(Gw~,)), then L(G.w(,)) C L(GM(~~+~)). 
A4 identifies 9 with respect to 59 conservatively, strong-monotonically, monotonically 
and weak-monotonically, respectively, iff, for each L E range(s), M identifies L from 
text with respect to 9 conservatively, strong-monotonically, monotonically and weak- 
monotonically, respectively. 
By CC0 V, CSMON, CMON, and CWMON, we denote the collection of all in- 
dexed families 9 for which there are an IIM M and a hypothesis space 9 such that 
M identifies 9 with respect to 99 conservatively, strong-monotonically, monotonically 
and weak-monotonically, respectively. 
In the following, we define some often used abbreviations. Let 9 be an indexed 
family, let L E range(T), and let r E text(L). Let 9 be a hypothesis space, and let 
fi E { COV, SMON, MON, WMON) be a monotonicity constraint. 
M is said to satisfy the condition p on r with respect to ?9 iff (M(z,))~~N satisfies 
the corresponding condition from Definition 2. M is said to Cp-converge correctly 
on z with respect to 3 iff M converges correctly on r with respect to 9, and M 
satisfies the condition p on r with respect to Y. Furthermore, if M identifies L from 
text with respect to 9 conservatively, strong-monotonically, monotonically and weak- 
monotonically, respectively, then M is said to Cp-identify L from text with respect 
to 9. Analogously, we define the corresponding abbreviations for proper and class 
preserving probabilistic learning. 
Next we define team learning of indexed families (cf. [21]). Team learning of recur- 
sive functions was first investigated by Smith [43]. For an overview in this field, we 
refer the reader to Smith [44]. Recall that a team of IIMs is defined to be a multiset 
of IIMs. 
Definition 3 (Juin and Shurmu [21]). Let 9 be an indexed family, let L E range(Z), 
let 9 = (Gj)jeN be a hypothesis space, and let n E N. A team of IIMs Ml,. . . ,M,, 
CLZM,,(n)-identifies L from text with respect to 9 iff, for every T E text(L), 
there exists a j~{l,..., n} such that Mj converges correctly on r with respect 
to 9. 
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MI,..., M,, CLIM,,(n)-identifies 9 iff Ml,. . . , M,, CLZMt,,,(n)-identifies each 
L E range(Y) from text with respect to 9. 
Let CLZM,,(n) denote the collection of all indexed families _Y for which there 
are a team Ml,. . . , M, and a hypothesis space 99 such that Ml,. . , M, CLIMt,,,(n)- 
identifies 9 with respect to 9. 
In Definition 3, we require that for every text 7 for a language L there is a team 
member identifying this text, i.e., the identifying machine depends on the presentation 
of L. However, Jain and Sharma [21] showed that for each collection of recursive 
languages 9 identifiable by a team of n inductive inference machines, there is a team 
of n machines identifying _Y such that for every L in range(z) there is a member of 
the team that identifies every text for L. 
Lange and Zeugmann [32] showed that the learning power in the LIM-case does not 
depend on the hypothesis space the learner may use, i.e., CLIM = ELI&f. Similarly, 
we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. CLZMt,,(n) = ELIMt,,,(n) for all n E N+. 
The next definition concerns probabilistic inductive inference machines (abbr. PIM). 
A PIM is an IIM which has the possibility to flip a t-sided coin and to base the 
choice of the next hypothesis not only on the text seen so far but additionally on the 
outcome of the coin flip. Let P be a PIM. We assume P to behave well, i.e., P flips 
the coin each time it requests a new input string. More formally, a PIM P is an IIM 
equipped with a t-sided coin oracle. An oracle c is an infinite sequence CO, cl,. where 
c, E (0,. . . ) t - 1 }. By c”, we denote the initial segment co,. . . , c, of c for all n E N. Let 
c be an oracle. We denote the deterministic IIM defined by running P with oracle c 
by PC. Intuitively, PC, fed a text z for a language to be learned, outputs the hypothesis 
j on z, if P outputs j on z, under the condition that the first x + 1 flips of the t-sided 
coin were cx. Instead of Pc(zX), we write PcX(zX). 
For the sake of readability, we now define the notion of an injinite computation 
tree (cf. [40]). For a probabilistic IIM P equipped with a t-sided coin and a text z for 
a recursive language L, we define Fp,, to be the t-ary tree representing all possible 
outputs of P when fed z. Each node of J “p,, can be identified with a member of the 
set UnEN{O,..., t - 1)” and corresponds to a hypothesis produced by P when fed T. ’ 
Thus, the paths of Yp,, correspond to the infinite sequences (PcX(zX)),~~. 
Let o be a node in YP,~,,, and let cm E (0,. , t - l}m+l be the corresponding finite 
sequence for an m E N. The hypothesis Pcm(7,,,) is denoted by ind(o). Let o’ be any 
other node in YP,~. o’ is said to be a successor of o, and o is called a predecessor of o’ 
iff there exist an oracle c’ and an n E N, n > M, such that c” = I? and c’” corresponds 
to 0’. 
’ Thereby, (0,. . , t - 1)” is the set of all finite sequences (so,. . ,s,-1 ) of length n with si t (0, _, t - I} 
for iG:n - 1. 
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Next we define the notion of a level in YP,~. Let x E fk!. The level 0 is defined 
to be 0. For n E N+, we define the level x of the tree TP,~ to be the set of all 
nodes o such that o corresponds to a jinite sequence s E (0,. . . , t - 1)x. Furthermore, 
we define 9jj,z, to be the finite subtree of YP,~ consisting of all nodes o E level y, 
y<x. 
Let cE{O,...,t- l}O” be an oracle. A path (PcX(zX))XE~ is said to pass through a 
node in YF,~ iff there is an m E N such that o corresponds to cm. (PCX(rX)XE~ is said 
to contain a j E N iff (P”‘:(T~))~~~ passes through a node o with ind(o) =j. 
Now let Pr denote the canonical Borel-measure on the Borel-o-algebra on (0,. . . , 
t - l}oo. For more details about probabilistic IIMs, measurability and infinite compu- 
tation trees we refer the reader to Pitt (cf. [40]). 
Definition 5 (Wiehagen et al. [50], Pitt [40]). Let 2 be an indexed family, let 
L E range(Z), and let 9 = (Gj)jE~ be a hypothesis space. Let p E [0, 11. A PIM P 
CLIMprO,(p)-identifies L from text with respect o 9 iff the following holds for every 
text r for L: 
Pr( {c ) PCconverges correctly on z w.r.t. Y}) 2 p. 
P CLZM,,b(p)-identifies 9 from text with respect to 9 iff P CLIM,,b(p)-identifies 
each L E range(Y) from text with respect to $9. 
Let CLIM&,(p) denote the collection of all indexed families for which there are a 
PIM P and a hypothesis space 9 such that P CLzM~,b(p)-identifies 9 with respect 
to 9. 
Let P be a PIM equipped with a t-sided coin, let L be a recursive language, let 
z E text(L), and let X be a set of nodes in 9j~,~. Then we define the weight of X 
(abbr. w(X)) to be the probability of the set of all oracles c E (0,. . ., t - l}O” such 
that (PC‘(~x))xE~ passes through a node o E K It is easy to see that w(X) is invariant 
against the adding of successors, i.e., if o is a node, o 6 X, and there exists a node 
o’ E X such that o is a successor of o’, then w(X) = w(X u (0)). 
There are two natural ways to define monotonic notions of team- and probabilistic 
learning (cf. [24]). It is possible to claim that the monotonicity requirement has to be 
fulfilled for every machine in the team and for every path in the infinite computation 
trees, respectively, or we can restrict this demand to the correctly converging team 
members and paths, respectively. It turns out that the requirement that the probabilistic 
machine has to fulfill the monotonicity constraint on every path can restrict the learning 
power (cf. Corollary 23 and Corollary 28). 
Definition 6. Let 9 be an indexed family, let L E range(g), and let 9= (Gj)jEN 
be a hypothesis space. Let p E { COV, SMON, MON, WMON} be a monotonicity 
constraint. Let p E [0, 11, and let P be a PIM equipped with a t-sided coin. Furthermore, 
let TZE N+, and let Ml, . . ..M., be a team of IIMs. 
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(A) Probabilistic identification 
(1) P Cp,,& p)-identifies L from text with respect to ?? iff the following condi- 
tion holds for every text t for L: 
Pr({c 1 PC Cp - converges correctly on z w.r.t. %})>p. 
P Cp,,,b(p)-identifies Y with respect to 9 iff P Cp,,,b(p)-identifies each 
L E range(g) with respect to Y. 
(2) P C/$.,,(p)-identifies L from text with respect to 9 iff P CLIkf~&,(p)- 
identifies L from text with respect to 9, and for every text r for L and every 
oracle c, PC satisfies the condition p on z with respect to 9. P Cp$ob(p)- 
identifies dp with respect to Y iff P Cpzro,( p)-identifies each L E range(Y) 
with respect to 3. 
(B) Team identification 
(1) Ml,..., M, Cp,,,(n)-identifies L from text with respect to 9 iff, for every 
text r for L, there exists a j E { 1,. . . , n} such that Mj Cp-converges correctly 
on r with respect to 9. 
Ml,. .,M, Cp,,(n)-identifies _Y with respect to g iff Ml,. .,M,, Cp,,,, 
(n)-identifies each L E range(5?) from text with respect to 3. 
(2) Ml,. . . ,M,, C&,(n)-identifies L from text with respect to 9 ill’ Ml,. . . ,M, 
CLZM,,,(n)-identifies L from text with respect to z, and for every text 5 
for L and for all i~{l,..., n}, Mi satisfies the condition p on r with respect 
to 3. 
Ml ,. . .,M,, C&&,,(n)-identifies .Y with respect to 3 iff Ml,. . ,M,, C&,, 
(n)-identifies each L E range(~) from text with respect to 9. 
The collections C&&n), C&~,,(n), Cppr&(p) and C&&,(p) are defined as 
usual. 
Pitt [40] showed that every PIM P equipped with a t-sided coin can be simulated by 
a PIM P’ equipped with a two-sided coin such that every language identifiable from P 
with a probability >p is identifiable from P’ with a probability >p. The same result 
holds for probabilistic inference machines fulfilling monotonicity constraints. Unless 
otherwise specified, we assume that every PIM considered is equipped with a two- 
sided coin. 
Lange and Zeugmann [29] showed that weak-monotonic learning and conservative 
learning of indexed families are equivalent. With the same argument we can prove the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 7. Let n E bJ+, let p E [0, 11, and let i E {E, E, C}. Then 
(1) AWMON,rob(p) =~COvprob(?‘), 
(2) ~WMON&b(p) = ~coV;rob(P), 
(3) nWMON,,,(n)=~COV,,,(n), 
(4) A WMON&,(n) = iCOV&,,(n). 
Definition 9. Let p E {LZM, COV, SMON, MON} and i E {E, E, C}. 
(A) 
03) 
(Cl 
Let (pn)nE~ be a sequence of real numbers with pn E [0, I], pn+l > p,, for all 
n E N, and limn+w p,, = 1. (~~~rOb(P))pE[c,J] is said to be strictly decreasing at 
points (Pn )~EN ifi @prob(Pn+l ) c h-$rob(Pn > for all n E N. 
Let X, y E N. (;l,apro~(p)jpE[~,~] is said to be dense in the interval [x, y] iff, for 
each p, q E [x, y], p < q, there exists an r E (x, y), p < r < q, with @p,&(p) 
c &wob(~) c &mb(q). 
Let p E [0, 1). Then (&~,&(p))pGIO,J] possesses a gap beginning with p if there 
eXiStS an indexed family 2 with ~~&Lprob(p)\ l_lpiqG 1 Approb(q), and ,@,&,(q) 
=&u for all qE(p, 11. 
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Thus, it suffices to deal with the notions ~COV&,b(fi) and nCOV,“:,b(p), respec- 
tively, and ilC0 V,,( p) and 1CO K&,( p), respectively. 
Following Lange and Zeugmann [29], we can assume that every inductive inference 
machine considered in this paper is consistent. 2 For probabilistic inductive inference 
machines, we can adapt this result when dealing with class comprising hypothesis 
spaces. 
Theorem 8. Let ,a E {LZM, COV, SMON, MON}, let 3 be an indexed family, and 
let 99 be a hypothesis pace. Let P be an PZM which C,u,,b(p)-ident$es 9 with 
respect o 9. Then there exist a PZM P’ and a hypothesis pace 9’ with the following 
properties. 
(1) P’ CpprOb(p)-identijies 2 with respect o 3’. 
(2) Let L E range(z), let 7~ text(L), let c be an oracle, and let XE N. Then 
range(z,) CL(G&,),X(7Xj). 
This result can be easily shown by adding the set d of all finite subsets of JY* and 
the set of all unions of languages in 9 and d to the hypothesis space 3, In particular, 
the constructed PIM P’ never outputs 1. 
The same result holds for every other notion of class comprising probabilistic leam- 
ing and class comprising team learning defined in Definition 3 and Definition 6. For 
1 E {E, E} we cannot adapt the result (cf. [37]). Unless otherwise specified, we assume 
every PIM which may use a class comprising hypothesis space to be consistent. 
Let p E {LZM, CO V, SMON, MON}, and let 1 E {E, E, C}. Since /Zpp&(P) is 
a subset of ApprOb(q) for all p, q E [0, 11, p 69, the possibly uncountable collection 
{h-$rob(P) 1 P E [o, ll) can be considered as a hierarchy of probabilistic learning classes. 
We call this collection probabilistic hierarchy for p and 1 and write (@p,&?))pE[c,J]. 
As we mentioned in the introduction, we are especially interested in the behavior of 
the classes ~~Lpr,&?) when p t 1. Consequently, we have to investigate the behavior 
of the probabilistic hierarchies in arbitrary small neighborhoods of 1. The following 
definitions formalize our intuitive view at probabilistic hierarchies. 
‘Thereby, an IIM A4 is consistent on a text z for a language L with respect to a hypothesis space 59, if 
range(Tx) C L(GM(~~)) for all x E N with M(z,) #_L. For more information about consistency, we refer the 
reader to [52]. 
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CD) Let (pnh be a sequence of real numbers with p,, E [0, l] and p,,+l < p,, for 
all n E FV. The probabilistic hierarchy (;lpLp,.o~(p))pE[~,~~ is said to be discrete with 
breakpoints at (P~)~~N iff, for all II E N and all pi (pn+l,pn], &tprob(pn+l)\ 
&tprob(pn) # 0 and +prob(p) = &mb(pn). 
In the following sections we often need a special set of recursive languages which 
encodes the halting problem (cf. [32]). Let k E N and set 
Lk := {a”b” 1 m E N}. 
We denote the canonical text for Lk by rk. Let k,x E N with @k(k) > x. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that r,” = (u~V)~<~~. 
Now define for all k E N 
L: := fr;kyz , 
I 
if Vk(k) T, 
mG @k(k)} if cpk(k) 1. 
Notice that Lk is recursive for all k E N, since akbn EL; if and only if @k(k) > n - 1. 
4. Class comprising probabilistic learning 
4.1. Probabilistic learning of indexed families without additional constraints 
Jain and Sharma [21] showed that probabilistic identification is strictly more power- 
ful than team identification when dealing with identification of recursively enumerable 
languages from text. However, in the case of learning from informant, i.e., the learner 
receives positive and negative information about the language to be inferred, probabilis- 
tic identification and team identification are equivalent. Consequently, the nonequiva- 
lence of probabilistic identification and team identification when learning from text 
can be attributed to the lack of negative information about the languages to be learned 
(cf. [21]). In the case of identification of indexed families, however, the lack of negative 
information can be compensated by the function which uniformly decides membership 
for all languages belonging to the indexed family to be learned. Hence, we are able to 
show for learning of indexed families without additional constraints that probabilistic 
learning is equivalent to team learning. We prove this result by using an argument due 
to Pitt [40]. 
The equivalence proof of Pitt [40] for probabilistic function EX-identification can 
be divided into two parts. First he showed by collecting information about poten- 
tially converging paths in a given injinite computation tree that for each collection 
of recursive functions 8 identifiable with a probability p > l/(n + l), there exists a 
team Ml,. ,A4, of IIMs with the following property. For each function J‘ E 9 to be 
inferred, there exists a j E { 1,. . . , n} such that A4j, when successively fed the graph for 
J‘, outputs an infinite sequence of finite lists of hypotheses, and converges to a list 
containing at least one hypothesis which is correct for f. Pitt constructed this team 
Ml,. . , A4, by extracting information from the finite subtrees of the considered infinite 
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computation tree. Considering language learning from text, there is no difficulty in 
adapting this part of the proof. In the second part of the proof, Pitt uses an amalgama- 
tion argument, introduced by Case and Smith [ll], for constructing single hypotheses 
from the hypotheses in the lists the team members Ml,. . . ,M, output. As we show in 
the next theorem, this part too can be adapted to text identification of indexed families. 
Consequently, the probabilistic hierarchy is discrete with breakpoints at l/n, n E N+. 
In particular, the probabilistic hierarchy has a gap beginning with k. 
Theorem 10. Let n E N+, and let & c p d i. Then 
cL~M,rob(P) = ELZMteam(n). 
Proof. Let n E N+, and let p E [0, l] with l/n + 1 < p < l/n. It is obvious that ELZM,,, 
(n) G CLZM,,b(p) (cf. [40]). Let 2 be in CLZ&fp&,(p). We can assume that there 
exists a team Ml,. . . ,M, of IIMs with the following property. For each L E range(Y) 
and every T E text(L), there exists a j E { 1,. . . , n} such that Mj, when fed r, outputs 
an infinite sequence of finite lists of hypotheses and converges to a list which con- 
tains at least one correct hypothesis for L with respect to 9. Notice that all indices in 
the lists are interpreted as indices of languages in range(%). Now we define a team 
M{, . . . ,ML of IIMs such that M{, . . . , Al,’ CLZM,,,(n)-identifies 53 with respect to 9. 
Let j E { 1,. . . , n}, let L E range(Y), let z be a text for L, and let x E N. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that the hypotheses in the list Mj(zX_i ) are contained 
in the list Mj(rx). 
IIM M;: On input rX,Mi works as follows. 
If x = 0, then set Mj(ra) = I and request the next input. Let x E lVi+. Simulate Mj 
on r,. If Mj outputs I, then output I and request the next input. If Mj, when fed rX, 
outputs the list {js, . . . , jm}, then delete all hypotheses GiO,. . . ,jt,} from the list which 
are not consistent with r,. Compare the remaining hypotheses (jb, . . . , jk,_,} as follows. 
If there exists some i E N, i < m - s with L( Gjk, ) f’ (0, . . . ,x} G L( Gj,, ) n (0,. . . ,x} for 
all e E N, 8 Q m - s, then output jki for the least i with this property and request the 
next input. If there is no such i <m - s, then output M,!(zX-l) and request the next 
input. 
Mj is computable, since 9 is uniformly decidable, and M,! converges correctly on 
r with respect to 9 iff Mj converges to a finite list of hypotheses containing at 
least one correct hypothesis for L. Consequently, Mi, . . . ,ML CLZM,,,,(n)-identifies 3 
with respect to the original hypothesis space 9, and thus 9’ E ELZMt,,,(n), since, by 
Theorem 4, CLZMl,,,(n) = ELZM,,,,(n) for all n E Nf. 0 
Theorem 10 has been proved independently by Jain and Sharma (cf. [24]). Theorem 
10 directly yields the following consequences. 
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Corollary 11. (1) CLIM,,6(p)= CLIM for all p E (i, 11, 
(2) CLIM,,b(p) = ELM,,&) fbr all P E [O, 11. 
Proof. The proof of the first part is straightforward. To prove the second part, let 
p E [0, 11. Then p E (-&, A] for an n E N+. From Theorem 10 it follows that 
CLIM,,b(p) = ELZMteam(n). Thus, we can conclude that CLZM,,b(p) = ELZM,,, 
(n) c ELZM,,b(p) c CLZM,,b(p). 0 
Another corollary that we can draw from Theorem 10, concerns the results from 
Wiehagen et al. [Sl]. They showed that a nonstandard hypothesis space 3 exists such 
that each infinite set of recursive functions which is identifiable with respect to some 
acceptable Godel-numbering, is identifiable with arbitrary high probability with respect 
to 9 but not deterministically identifiable with respect to 4e. In the proof of Theo- 
rem 10, we noticed that every indexed family which is CLZMPrOb( p)-identifiable with 
a probability p > i with respect to a hypothesis space 3, is deterministically iden- 
tifiable with respect to the same hypothesis space 9. Thus, we can conclude that 
the result of Wiehagen et al. is not transferable to probabilistic learning of indexed 
families. 
Corollary 12. Let 2’ be an indexed family, and let 9 be a hypothesis space. Zj 9 
is CLZM,,b(p)-identijable with a probability p > i with respect to 9, then 9 is 
deterministically identijable with respect to 9. 
In order to show that the probabilistic hierarchy has breakpoints at p = l/n, n E N+, 
we show that ESMON&,,(n+l)\ELZM,,,(n) # 0 for all n E IV+. Before starting the 
proof of this theorem, we recall a well known result in inductive inference according 
to which each family 3 of recursive languages which contains an infinite language L 
and all finite subsets of L is not identifiable in the limit from text (cf. e.g., [19]). We 
construct the indexed families witnessing the desired separations by generalizing this 
idea. 
Theorem 13. Let n E N+; then ESMON&,,(n + 1) \ ELZMl,,,(n) # 0 
Proof. Let (, ): N x N+ + IV be an effective encoding of N x N+, i.e., the set of all 
ordered tuples with second component # 0. Since we can identify N x N+ with the 
set of the positive rational numbers J?+ b y interpreting (a, b) = a/b, we can define a 
natural ordering on the tuples by setting (a, b) d (c, d) iff ad d cb. 
Now we define the indexed families witnessing the desired separation. For the sake 
of readability, we restrict ourselves to the cases n = 1,2. First, let n = 1. Then define 
Lo == s+ and Lk = {(a, b) 1 (a, b) < (k, 1)) for all k E N+. Let 2 = (&)J$N. In the case 
of n = 2, the definition is slightly more complicated. Let ( , ): N x N --) N be an 
effective encoding of N x N, and let k,j E N. Define 
L(O,k) =L(k,O) := 2+> 
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and 
-+J:= {(a,b)](a,b)<(kj- l,j)} ::rs:. { 
{(Gb) I(a,b)d(k, 1)) 
Let k,j E N. The language L(k,i) corresponds to the set of all positive rational num- 
bers which are less than or equal to k, and the language L(k,j) corresponds to the set 
of positive rational numbers less than or equal to k - l/j. Define 8’ = (Ll,j))k,jcN. 
It is easy to see, that .Y’ and d;p2 are indexed families, since (a, b) <(c, d) is uni- 
formly decidable for all a, b, c, d E N, b, d # 0. Furthermore, one easily verifies that 
9’ establishes the wanted separation for IZ = 1. 
In order to prove that _Y2 is strong-monotonically identifiable by a team of three 
IIMs, we define IIMs Ma,Mi ,M2 such that Ma chooses its hypotheses out of the set 
{(O,k)IkEN}, Ml out of {(k,l)IkE~}, and M2 out of {(k,j) lk, HEN, ja2). 
Each machine works with identijication by enumeration with respect to the allowed 
hypotheses and guesses the minimal language which is consistent with the data seen 
so far. It is easy to see that the team Mo,Ml ,M2 identifies ._Y2. Moreover, for each 
L E z2, every r E text(l), and all i E {0,1,2}, Mi is strong-monotonic on r. Thus, 
_Y2 E CSMON&,(3). It remains to show that _Y2 $! CLZA4,,(2). Assume the con- 
verse, and let Ml,M2 be a team which identifies _Y2. By using a known diagonalization 
argument (cf., e.g., [19]), we can show that there is a text for the language _5!+ which 
is neither identifiable by Ml nor by M2. 
An analogous construction can be performed for arbitrary n E N+, since _?J is dense. 
Consequently, we can define 2’ witnessing the desired separation for all n E tV+. q 
For further results about team hierarchies in the setting of learning indexed families, 
we refer the reader to Tabe and Zeugmann [45]. 
From Theorems 10 and 13, we immediately get the following corollary which tells 
us that the probabilistic hierarchy in the case of unconstrained probabilistic learning is 
discrete. 
Corollary 14. (~L~Mpro&))p~[~,il is discrete with breakpoints at 
Proof. Theorem 10 yields that ~Lz&&,b(p) = ~L~Mteam(~) for all 
;, n E iv+. 
P E (A, :I. Now, 
by applying Theorem 13, we can conclude that the collection (ELzMprob(p))pE[o,l] is
discrete. 0 
Furthermore, we can conclude that every considered probabilistic hierarchy at least 
has breakpoints at l/n for n E N+. 
Corollary 15. Let ;1 E {E, E, C} and p E { COV, SMON, MON}. Then 
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4.2. Conservative and strong-monotonic probabilistic learning 
For class comprising conservative probabilistic learning, we are also able to show an 
equivalence between probabilistic identification and team identification. Before 
proving the main theorem of this section, we note that the probabilistic learning 
classes /zCOI$,(p) are equal to the classes ~COV,,,(p) for all p E [0, I], and all 
i. E {E, E, C}. The same result holds for conservative team learning. 
Theorem 16. Let p E [0, 11, and let i. E {GE, C}. Then ACOJ$fob(p> = ~COV,,,dp). 
Proof. Let p E [0, 11, and let 2 E CCO&,b(p). Let P be a PIM which CC0 l’&,(p)- 
identifies 6p with respect to a hypothesis space 9. Define a PIM P’ as follows. 
Let r be a text for a language L E range(Y). Let x E lV. If x = 0, then set (P’)(Q) = 
P(Z”). If XE N+, then distinguish the following cases. If range(z,+,) 5 L(G~,,,,~(,y ,), 
then set (P’)“‘i’(~,+I)=(P’)c’(z,). Otherwise set (P’)c~t’(zx+~)=Pc‘+‘(zx+~). 
Obviously, P” is conservative on r with respect to 9 for every oracle c. Furthermore, 
the probability of the set of all oracles c such that PC CCOV-converges correctly 
on r with respect to 9, is greater or equal to p. These paths, however, may not 
contain an overgeneralization of L. Thus, P’ CCOI&,b(p)-identifies Y with respect to 
‘9. Notice that we did not change the hypothesis space, i.e., the result holds for all 
2 E {E, F, C}. 0 
In the following, we prove that CCO&&(p) = CCO%,(n) for all p E (l/(n + 1 ), 
l/n] and all n E N+. As in the proof of Theorem 10, we need an amalgamating ar- 
gument in order to construct a single hypothesis from a finite number of hypotheses 
in a given infinite computation tree. We already saw that it is possible to perform 
amalgamating algorithms when dealing with indexed families, but in the case of con- 
servative learning, we risk losing conservativeness during the amalgamation process. 
However, the problem of amalgamating the hypotheses in a way such that conserva- 
tiveness is preserved can be solved by constructing an appropriate hypothesis space for 
the indexed family to be learned. 
Theorem 17. Let n E N+, and let l/(n + l)<pb l/n. Then 
Proof. It is easy to see that CCOqeQ,,,(n) C CCO&&( l/n) for all n E N+, by using the 
same argument as Pitt in [40]. In order to prove the other inclusion, let p E (l/(n + 1 ), 
l/n], and let 2? E CC0 I&,(p). By applying Theorem 16, we may assume that 2? E 
CC0 I$$,,( p). Let P be a PIM which CCOI&,b(p)-identifies 2’ with respect to a 
hypothesis space 9 = (Gi)isN. Let r be a text for a language L E range(Z), and let 
YP,~ be the corresponding infinite computation tree. Let k E N. Define 
OGk := W({O E level k ILCL(Gind(o))}). 
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In an analogous manner define Fk to be the weight of all nodes o on level k such that 
&d(o) is refutable for L. Notice that there exists some E > 0 such that 
o&CL - 
n+l 
E for all kEN, 
since .Z is conservatively identifiable with probability p > l/(n + 1). Moreover, OGk d 
OGc for all k, e E N, k < e, since 2 E CCOb$,(p). Consequently, the sequence 
(OGk)kEN is monotonically increasing, bounded, and thus converging to some s <n/ 
(n + 1). 
Let JV be the set of all finite subsets of N, and let (Ni)iEN be an effective enumer- 
ation of JV. Let j E RJ. Then let LJ be the intersection of {L(Gi) ( i E IV_/}. Notice that 
L$ may be empty. Now let 231 be an uniformly decidable hypothesis space containing 
an index for every language L;:., j E N. It is easy to see that such a hypothesis space 
exists. Moreover, it is obvious, that range(Y) c range(%I). 
Now we define the wanted team Ml,. . . ,M,, of IIMs such that Ml,. . . ,A&, 
CCOI&,(n)-identifies 9 with respect to 91. For j E { 1,. . . , n}, Mj “guesses” that 
i.e., there exists some E > 0, such that OGk < &I - E for all k E N. 
Let mj, 4 and in&, be variables for j E { 1,. . . ,n}. Let L E range(Y), let z E text(L), 
and letjE{l,..., n}. Set mj = 1, 4 = 1. Furthermore, set 
in& = an index for L(Gj, ) n L(Gj, ), 
where jl, j2 are the indices corresponding to the nodes in TP,,, . Let x E N. 
IIM Mj: On input rXx, A4j works as follows. 
If x = 0, then output intl and request the next input. If x E N+, then distinguish 
the following cases. If in&, is consistent with z,, then output in& and request the 
next input. Otherwise assume that in&_t is an index for n{L(Gj, ), . . . ) L(Gj, )}, and find 
the languages {L(Gj,,), . . . , L( Gj,,)} in {L( Gj,), . . . ) L(Gj,)} which are inconsistent with 
r,. Let s := I(0 E level 4 ( id(o) E {ji,, . . . , ji,}} I. Notice that s b k since some indices 
could appear several times on level 4. Set 
(a) If mj >j/(n + l), then let in& be an index for fI{L(Gj,),. . .,L(Gj,)}\{L(Gj,, ), 
. . . . L(Gj, )}, output in& and request the next input. 
(b) Assume mj < j/(n+l). Let he,+1 be an index for the intersection of the languages 
corresponding to the nodes in level (4 + 1). Set in& = h~+l, L”j = I$ + 1, mj = 1, 
output nothing and request the next input. 
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Now we have to prove that 2 E CCOI&,,,(n). Let L E range(T), and let r E text(l). 
Let jE{l,... , n}. Suppose that Mj is the machine correctly guessing limk-+oo OGk. 
Then Mj converges correctly on r with respect to 91, since there exists a ka E N such 
that Fk < 1 -j/(n+l) for all k 3 ko. Furthermore, M, never outputs an overgeneralization 
of L. since it changes the level as soon as it would have to delete too many indices 
from the actual intersection-index. Consequently, 22 E CCOI&,,(n). 0 
Thus, we can conclude that the probabilistic hierarchy in the case of class comprising 
conservative learning is discrete. 
Corollary 18. (CC0 Qrob(p)) p~[~,~l is discrete with breakpoints at l/n, n E lVi 
In the case of class comprising strong-monotonic probabilistic learning, it seems to 
be more difficult to preserve the monotonic&y constraint, but it turns out that there is 
no gain of learning power when the probability ranges over the interval (f, 11. The 
structure of (CSMON,,b(p))pE[O,l] in the interval [0, $) is not yet investigated. 
Theorem 19. ( C~kfO&rob(p))pE[O,J] has a gap beginning with i. 
Proof. Since the proof is similar to that in Theorem 17, it is omitted here. For more 
information, we refer the reader to [36]. q 
From Theorem 19, we can derive the following corollary. 
Corollary 20. Let p > k; then CSMON&,( p) = CSMON,,b( p) = CSMON. 
4.3. Monotonic probabilistic learning with probability p > $ 
In the following section, we show that ( CMON,,b(p))oG pG 1 has a gap beginning 
with i. In order to prove this result, we need a complicated version of the argument 
used in Theorem 17. 
Theorem 21. The probabilistic hierarchy (CMON prob(P))oGpGl has a gap beginning 
with 5. 
Proof. First we show that CMON,,,b(p) = CMON for every p > f. Let 2’ be an 
indexed family such that 2 E U p 2 CpGl CMON,,b(p), let 9 be a hypothesis space, 
and let P be a PIM such that P CMON prob( p)-identifies 2’ with a probability p > t 
with respect to 3. Let 2 be a hypothesis space extending 9 defined as follows. 
Let (sj)/EN be an effective enumeration of all finite sequences of strings s with 
range(s) c L for some L E range(T). Let k E N, let Fp,,, be the finite computation 
tree induced by P and Sk, and let lk be the highest level in FP,~,. Let x E A’“, x < lk. 
Let 8 C level x be a set of nodes with w(0) > $. Define 
SUCC,, (0) := {o E level lk ( 3 a node 0’ E 0, 0’ predecessor of o}. 
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Then define the following languages: 
Lo := r- {W~nqo)) IO E 01, 
and 
L” if x=lk, 
LZ := l-l u (L(Gw,)) n Lo) if x < lk. 
0’ c succ$k(o), w(O’)> f OEU 
Finally, set 
Ls, := llj 
( 
U L: 
x=1 0 c level x, w(Q)> 3 ) 
Now let X be an uniformly decidable hypothesis space which contains an index for 
each language L,,, k E N. Denote the index for L,, by asa for all k E N. 
Let L E range(Y), and let z be a text for L. Let y E N. Then there exists a k E N 
with Sk = zY. For the sake of readability, we write clTY or succ,Y(0) instead of G& or 
succ,,(cO). Note that the highest level /k in YP,~, is y + 1. In the following, we show 
the following claim which implies the first part of the proof of Theorem 21. 
Claim. ( 1) There exists an x0 E N such that L(HEzY ) = L for all y >xa. 
(2) L(H,J II L C L(H,J f? L for all x, y E IV with x d y + 1. 
Since we assumed 9 to be monotonically inferable with a probability p> i, there 
exist a natural number x0 E N and an Loo C level x0 with ~(0,) > 3 such that 
L(Gind(o)) = L for every node o E 0 0, and L(Gind(,t)) = L for every node o’ E YP,~ being 
a successor of a node in 00. Let x, y E N with y 2x0, x < y + 1. Then 
(i) L,” = L, and 
(ii) Lfy CL for every 0 C level x with w(0) > i. 
Obviously, LTy . _ O0 = L Let Lo C level x with w(0) > $. Then there exists a set of nodes 
0’ CSUCC,~(~), w(O’)> i, with L(Gind(,))=L for all o E 8’. Thus, L,“, c L. Conse- 
quently, at, is a correct index for L with respect to X for all y E N, y>xo. 
Let x, y E PV, x < y + 1. In order to prove the second part of our claim, we show 
thatL”nL = LFynL. Ifx=y+l, thenbydefinitionLf’=L”. Letx < y+l,let 
0 C level x with w(0) > 213, and let 0’ c succ,,(O) with ~(0’) > f . Then there 
exist a node o E 0 and a node o’ E 0’ such that o’ is a successor of o and there exists 
a monotonically converging path passing through o and 0’. From this and from the 
fact that Lo is the intersection of the languages given by the nodes in 0, we can see 
that 
Lo fl L G L(Gind(,o) f? L. 
Thus, we can follow from the definition of L,“, that 
PnL =Lty nL. 
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Consequently, 
Y+l 
WET,, > n L = u U (L" n L) 
x=1 G & level x, w(B)>2/3 
for all yE N. 
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Now the definition of an IIM A4 with the desired properties is straightforward. M 
chooses its hypotheses from the infinite sequence (COIN by respecting the order 
of the sequence and it changes the hypothesis if and only if an inconsistency with 
the actual text appears. Thus, M identifies dip monotonically with respect to 2. In 
particular, this implies that range( 9) C range(X). 
In order to prove the second part of the theorem, let ( , ): N x N --+ N be an effective 
encoding of N x N, and let k E N. Set L pO) := Lk. Let j E N, and define 
L’k’j) ‘= . { 
Lk if @k(k) # j, 
{akbm 1 m < C&(k) $ l} if @k(k) = j. 
Let Y = (L(k,j) )k,jcN. To prove that Y E EMON,,b( $ ), we define a PIM P equipped 
with a 3-sided coin. Let L E range(_Y), and let k E h4 with L C Lk. Let r be a text 
for L, let x E N, and let m, be the highest natural number with ukbmr E runge(z,). Let 
c E (0, 1, 2}O” be an oracle. 
PIM P: On input z,, P’ works as follows. 
(i) If @k(k) > m,, then distinguish the following cases. 
(a) If co E (0, l}, then set P’(zJ = (k, 0) and request the next input. 
(b) If co = 2, then output I and request the next input. 
(ii) If @k(k)<m,, then distinguish the following cases. 
(a) If co = 0, then set P”(zX) = (k, 0) and request the next input. 
(b) If co = 1,2, then output (k, @k(k)) provided (k, @k(k)) is consistent with r, 
and request the next input. Otherwise output (k,O) and request the next input. 
el-lJ 
Clearly, P identifies 9 monotonically with probability $. Hence, it s&ices to show, 
that Y is not monotonically identifiable with respect to any hypothesis space compris- 
ing range(Y). Suppose by way of contradiction, that there exists an IIM M and a 
hypothesis space Y such that M CMON-identifies Y with respect to 9. Let k E N. 
Define the function Y : N -+ N by setting 
.9(k) := the least natural number G with 
(i) M(r,k) # I, and 
(ii) r$+2 c4GIM(+). 
Then 9 is recurs&e, since A4 is assumed to identify Lk for all k E N. Moreover, we 
can conclude that 
qk(k) # Y(k) for all k E N with q%(k) 1. 
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Otherwise, L(k,~~(k)) = {akb” 1 m <9(k) + l}, and hence, M(r&)) is an index for an 
overgeneralization of L(k,ak(k)). In this case, Lk is not monotonically identifiable with 
respect to 9, since we can construct a text p for L,+ with Py(k) = z&k)’ such that 
there exists yk,Zk E k4, 4(k) < yk < Zk with M(p,) being an index for L(k,@#)) and 
kf(p,) being an index for Lk. Consequently, pk(k) # x(k) for all k E N with cpk(k) 1. 
However, by applying the Recursion Theorem, we find a b E N with qpko(ko) = Y(b), 
a contradiction. Thus, 9 4: CMON. 0 
Notice that the PIM identifying 9’ with probability f is allowed to change from 
an index for Lk to an index for a finite language in case cpk(k) 1, i.e., there may 
be nonmonotonic paths in an infinite computation tree for Lk. From the following 
theorem, we can derive that every PIM identifying 9’ with a probability p > 4 has to 
allow nonmonotonic paths. 
Theorem 22. The probabilistic hierarchy (CMON&b(p))OGpQ1 has a gap beginning 
with i. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the theorems above and therefore omitted 
(cf. [37]). 0 
Theorems 21 and 22 allow the following corollary about the relationship between 
(CMON,,b(!‘)) ogp<i and (CMONSd,,,(p))oGPQ1 in the interval (;,$I. 
Corollary 23. Let i < pd 3; then CMON,,~(p)\CMON~,b(p) # 8. 
5. Class preserving probabilistic learning 
In the previous section, we saw that we can amalgamate information given by a 
finite subtree of an infinite computation tree in a way such that monotonicity is pre- 
served. However, we will see that in general, we have to enlarge the range of the 
given hypothesis space in order to compensate the power of probabilistic inference 
machines when dealing with class preserving conservative probabilistic learning or 
class preserving monotonic probabilistic learning. 
In the case of class preserving strong-monotonic probabilistic learning, it turns out 
that the corresponding probabilistic hierarchy has a gap beginning with p = i. Intu- 
itively, this follows from the fact that strong-monotonicity puts some severe restrictions 
on the hypotheses produced by a PIM when fed a text for a language to be inferred. 
5.1. Strong-monotonic probabilistic learning with probability p 2 t 
Theorem 24. (SMONprob(p))o~p~l and (SMON;iOb(p))OGpGl have a gap beginning 
with $. 
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Proof. First we show that SMON,,b( p) = SMON for every p > f . Let 9 be an 
indexed family such that Y E U2/3 CpC 1 SMON,,b(p). Let 9 be a hypothesis space, 
and let P be a PIM such that P SMON,,,b( p)-identifies 9’ with a probability p > f 
with respect to 9. We now define an appropriate hypothesis space 2. Let (si)jE~ be 
an effective enumeration of alljnite sequences of strings s with range(s) c L for some 
L E range( 9). 
Let k E N. Let Yp,,, be the finite computation tree induced by P and Sk, let 1~ be 
the highest level of Yp,si, and set 
J$$ := (0 C level Zk 1 ind(0) fl for all 0 E 0, w(0) > $}. 
Let (O,)~,N be an effective enumeration of UkEM .Mk. Let j E fV and define 
Let .% be a uniformly decidable hypothesis space containing an index for every lan- 
guage LO,, j E N. It is easy to see that such a hypothesis space exists. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that the index for LO, in X is j for all j E N. 
From the fact that di4 is strong-monotonically identifiable with a probability p> $ 
follows that range(Y) C range(X). It remains to show that range(X) contains not 
more languages than range(S). 
Let k E N, let 0 E Mk, and let .Yp,,, be the finite computation tree induced by P and 
Sk. Furthermore, let 0 = {Oj,, . . , ojmk }, and let Y = {L(Gind(o,,)), . . . ,L(G,,d(o,mk j)} be 
the set of languages corresponding to the nodes in 0. Let L, L’ E F such that neither 
L C L’ nor L’ C L. Since both languages are members of 9, and therefore by assumption 
strong-monotonically identifiable with p > :, we can show by the following counting 
argument that there exists an oracle c such that the finite path (pc”((Sk)X))X,& can be 
extended to a strong-monotonically converging path for L and L’, respectively. Assume 
the converse, i.e., there is no such oracle. Then 
(0 t 0 I L(Ginc.t(o)) CL} n (0 E 0 1 L(Gind(o)) C L’} = 8. 
By assumption, w(0) = t + z for a z >O. Since L and L’ are strong-monotonically 
identifiable with a probability p > $, we can conclude that 
maL := ~({~EOIL(G~,~(~,)~L})+~-Z > $, 
and 
rnaxLt := w({oEO~L(G~~~~~~)~L’})+; -z > $. 
Thus, 
$+z+2(+z) 2maxL+maxLf>4 ’ 3’ 
a contradiction. Consequently, there exists an oracle c with PCik (sk) # i and L(G+, (si ,) 
CL n L’. This can be performed for any two languages in 9. Hence, we can conclude 
that the intersection of all languages in B is a member of g and therefore lying in 
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range(Z). Notice that the fact that .Y is strong-monotonically identifiable with a prob- 
ability strictly higher than i, is necessary for our argumentation, since the counting 
argument mentioned above can only be used under this assumption. 
Now we are ready to define the desired IIM M. Let e and in&,, be variables. Let 
L E range(Y), let r E text(L), and let F P,~ the infinite computation tree. Let y E N, 
and let 8 = {o E level y 1 id(o) #-L }. Then set 
int, := 
I 
an index for n L(G,d(,,) if w(0) > z, 
OEQ 
I otherwise. 
Note that it is easy to compute int,, since 0 = 0j for a j E N, and thus, int, = j. Let s 
be the least natural number such that int, is consistent with ~0. Such an s exists, since 
9 is assumed to be strong-monotonically identifiable with p > 5. Set int,,, = int, and 
e =s. 
Notice that for every y E N there exists a z E N such that rY is consistent with int,. 
Let xEN. 
IIM M: On input r,, M works as follows. 
If x = 0, then set M(r,) = int, and request the next input. If x > 0, then distinguish 
the following cases. Assume G = y. Let 0 be the set of nodes such that in&,, is an 
index for n {L(Gindco)) 1 o E 0). If in&,, is consistent with r,, then output intaCt and 
request the next input. Otherwise compute 
0’ := {o E 0 1 ind(o) inconsistent with zX}. 
(a) If w(O\@)> $, then let intaCt be an index for the intersection of {L(Gi,d(,)) 1 o E 
U\O’}, output intaCt and request the next input. 
(b) If w(O\Lo’) < 5, then set in&,, = in&, where z is the least natural number >L such 
that int, is consistent with rmax{x,y), output int,, set e=z and request the next 
input. 
It remains to show that M identifies 9 strong-monotonically with respect to 2”. 
Let L E range(T), and let z E text(L). With an argument similar to that in the proof 
of Theorem 2 1, we can easily show that A4 converges correctly on r with respect 
to 2. It remains to show that M is strong-monotonic on z with respect to 2. Let 
x E N. Let y be the actual level, M works on, i.e., L = y, and let r, be inconsistent 
with hl := in&,,. If M must not change the level, then obviously the new hypothesis is 
an index for a superset of L(Hh,). Otherwise notice that L(&,,) is the intersection of 
{L(Gind(o)) IO E 0) f or a set of nodes Co with w(0) > 213, i.e., L(Hh,) is a subset of 
L(Gind(o)) for each o ~0. Let z > y be the next considered level, and let h2 := int, be 
an index for the next intersection M outputs. By Claim 1, L(Hh, ) E range(.Z). Thus, 
L(Hh, ) has to be inferred with a probability p > 5. By definition of M, h2 is consistent 
with zY. Consequently, there has to be a path strong-monotonically converging on z 
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to an index for L(Hh2) which passes through a node o on level y such that ~5(G~~d(~)) 
contains L(Hh, ). Hence, L(H& ) C L(G. md(o)) C L(z’&?). Thus, the first part of the theorem 
is proved. 
The first part of this theorem simplifies the second, since it suffices to define an in- 
dexed family which is strong-monotonically identifiable with probability p = i, but not 
deterministically strong-monotonically identifiable with respect to any class preserving 
hypothesis space. Let ( , ): N x (0, 1) + N be an effective encoding of N x (0, 1 }, and 
let k, j E N, j d 1. Set 
L(k,j) := 
Li U {ukbekck)+‘} if j = 0, 
Lb U {ukb@i(k)+2} if j = 1. 
Obviously, 9 = (L(k,j) )k,j E N, j< 1 is an indexed family. Let kE N. If cpk(k) 7, then 
L(k,O) =L(k,l) = k L . If cpk(k) 1, then both languages are finite, and their intersection is 
equal to LL, i.e., does not lie in 9. 
To prove Y E ESMONi&,,,( f ), we define a PIM P equipped with a 3-sided coin. Let 
L E YLzzzge(F), let z be a text for L, and let k E N with L s Lk. Let x E N, and let m, 
be the highest natural number with akbmr E range(z,). Let c E (0, 1,2}” be an oracle. 
PIM P: On input rX, PC’ works as follows. 
(i) If co =j with Jo (0, l}, then set Pc’(zx) = (k,j) and request the next input. 
(ii) If co = 2, then test whether @k(k)dm,. If not, then output I and request the next 
input. If it is, then compute both finite languages and request new inputs until 
the range of the actual text is equal to the range of one of the finite languages. 
Output the index for that language and request the next input. 
Obviously, P ESMON$,,( :)-identifies 9. 
Suppose now that an IIM M and a class preserving hypothesis space 9 exist such 
that M identifies Y strong-monotonically with respect to 9. Let L~vange(Y). Then 
there exists an mo E N such that Am # 1. Assume that cpk(k) 1 and @k(k) > mo. 
Then rUnge(&)={ukbm ImQmo} CL(k,O) n&l). Consequently, L( GIM(+ ,) has to be 
a subset of L(Q) and +J), since M is assumed to identify 9 strong-monotonically 
with respect to 9. However, range(g) does not contain subsets of L&s) and L(k,,). 
Thus, our assumption must be false, and we can conclude that cpk(k) r or @k(k) <mo, 
a contradiction to the unsolvability of the halting problem. Hence, 9 $ SMON. CI 
5.2. Conservative probabilistic learning with probability p > i 
The first theorem in this section shows that the separation tools developed in Lange 
and Zeugmann (cf. [33]) can also be used to separate learning classes in the case of 
class preserving probabilistic identification under monotonicity constraints. 
Theorem 25. ESMON,,,b( i)\ UO._< 4 CCOVprot,(~ + E) # 8. 
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Proof. Define 2 = (L(~,J )k,jE N witnessing the desired separation as follows (cf. [33]). 
Let kEN. Define L(k,s) I=&. For j>O set 
if @k(k) > j, 
m ed} if Qk(k) d j, where d = 2%(k) - j. 
Obviously, 9 is an indexed family with 2’ E ESMON&,( 3). 
With an argument due to Lange and Zeugmann (cf. [33]), we now show that 
2 4 COV,,,b((~) + E) for all EE(O, $1. Assume the converse, i.e., let P a PIM, and let 
9 be a hypothesis space such that P identifies _Y CCOVprob(p)-conservatively with 
a probability p > i with respect to g. Let L E range(Y), let r be a text for L, and 
let Yp,, be the corresponding infinite computation tree. Let kE N with L C Lk. Since 
L(k,$ is assumed to be conservatively identifiable with probability p> i, there exists 
an mo E N such that 
Then qk(k) T or Qk(k)<mo, Thus, we could solve the halting problem and conse- 
quently, 2 @ UOiecllZ ccov,robK~) + &). 0 
Using this separation tool, we are able to show that the probabilistic hierarchy in 
the case of class preserving conservative learning is strictly decreasing with increasing 
probability. 
Theorem 26. (CO l&b( p)) p E [0,1] is strictly decreasing ut points (n/(n + 1 )h E N+. 
Proof. Let nE N+, let ( , ) be an effective encoding of N x N, and let k,jE N. Let 
ZEN, and let rE{O,...,n- 1) with j=nz+r. 
If Gk(k) 1 and z d @k(k) - 1, then set 
L(,j) = {ukb” 1 m< @k(k) - z} U {ukb@kk(k)+(r+l)}, 
if @k(k) 1 and z 2 @k(k), or @k(k) t, then Set 
L(k,j) =Lk. 
Let k,j,z,r,sEN, and let j=nz+r. Then akbSEL(k,j) if and only if @k(k)>.s+z or 
@k(k) = s - (r + 1). Consequently, y,, = (L(k,j) )k, j E N is an indexed family. 
In order to show that Yn E COV,,t,(n/(n + 1 )), we define a PIM P equipped with 
an (n + 1 )-sided coin which ECOI&,b(p)-identifies Tfi with probability p = n/(n + 1). 
Let L E runge(_f&), let z E text(L), and let x E N. Let m, be the highest natural number 
with ukbmZ E runge(z,). Let CE (0,. . . , n}m be an oracle. 
PIM P: On input z,, PC1 works as follows. 
(i) If co =j with j E (0,. . . , n - l}, then distinguish the following cases. 
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(a) If (k, I) is consistent with r, for all 1 dn - 1, then set 
P”‘(zJ = (%j). 
Request the next input. 
(b) If (k, I) is not consistent with r, for some 1 <n - 1, but consistent for at least 
one Z<n- 1, then output (k,nz+r), ZEN, r~{O,...,n- l}, with z being the 
largest natural number such that either (k,nz + r) is consistent with r.r and 
(k,n(z+ 1>+ ) Y IS not consistent with z,, ok (k,nz + Y) is consistent with r, 
and (k, n(z + 1) + Y’) is consistent with rX for all r’ E (0,. . . , n - 1). Request 
the next input. If (k, I) is not consistent with r, for all 1 <n - 1, then output 
the least index (k,m) being consistent with r, and request the next input. 
(ii) If co = n, then test whether @k(k)<m,. If it is not, then output I and request the 
next input. Otherwise distinguish the following cases. If there exist a z < @k(k) - 1 
and an Y E (0,. . , n - l} such that (k, nz + Y) is consistent with r,, then output 
(k, nz’ + r’) with z’ being the largest natural number in (0,. , . , @k(k) - I} and Y’ 
being the least natural number in (0,. . . , n - 1) such that (k, nz’ + Y’) is consistent 
with r,. Request the next input. If there are no such z and Y, then output the least 
index (k,m) being consistent with r, and request the next input. 
Let L~range(5?~), and let kg N with L c Lk. Let r~ text(L). If qk(k) T, then 
L(,J = Lk for all j E N, and thus PC ECOV-converges correctly on r for every 
oracle ~E{o,...,n}~ with co #n. If cpk(k)J, then distinguish the following cases. 
If L=L(,,,+,) for a ZEN, zd@k(k) - 1 and an I.E{O,...,~ - I}, then PC ECOV- 
converges correctly on r for every oracle c E (0,. . . , FZ}~ with co # r. If L = Lk, then 
PC EC0 V-converges correctly on r for every oracle c E (0,. . . , TI}~. Moreover, PC 
changes its hypothesis if and only if an inconsistency with the text appears. Thus, 
9~ ECOI$,,,,h(n/(n + 1)). 
In order to prove that _Yfi is not conservatively identifiable with a probability higher 
than n/(n + l), we use the separation tool sketched in Theorem 25. Let P be a PIM, 
and let 93 be a hypothesis space with range(Y) = range( 5fa) such that P identifies -5Yn 
conservatively with a probability p>n/(n + 1) with respect to 3. Let k,mE N, and set 
%P := {cE{O,...,n}w Irange(z~+,)(IL(G,,-(,~))}. 
Since Lk E _Yn, there exists a least natural number mo such that 
Pr( %F ) = 
$i+v 
for some UE(O, l/(n + l)]. Then cpk(k)J or @k(k)<mo. Otherwise qnk(k) 1 and 
@k(k) = s > mo. Then for every YE (0,. . , n - l}, there exist languages L(k,n((Pk(k)-mo )+lr) 
~9, with 
L(k,n(&(k)-mo)+l) = { akbm 1 m<mo} I_ {akb@‘@)+(‘+‘)}. 
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Let c be an oracle, and set h, :=PcmO(r~O). Define 
Q$ := {cE$P 1 .kb~“(k)+(‘+l)~L(Gh~), Vt #r : .kb@k(k)+(‘+l) rf L(G*,)} 
for all r~{O,...n - l}, and 
‘+&:={cEP (akbQk(k)‘(rfl)~L(Gh,) for all rE{O,...n- l}}. 
Notice that L(Gh, ) has to be a member of range(T), since ‘9 is assumed to be class 
preserving. Thus, the sets %$, r E (0,. . . , n - l}, are disjoint, and we can conclude that 
CjE{O,...P_ll M%)~n/(n + 1) + u. 
Let rE{O,..., n - l}, and let c in %‘,. or %?,,. Then the finite sequence (P”‘(z,~))~~~,, 
cannot be extended to a path which is ECOV-converging to an index for 
L(kn(Gkk(k)_mo)+r). F om this and from the fact that 9,, is assumed to be conservatively 
identifiable with a probability p > n/(n + 1 ), we can follow that 
c Pr(%j)+ l- 2.L ( > n -v >-. ic {O,...,n-l}, j#r n+l n+l 
Consequently, 
c 
Sc{O,...,n-1}, (SI=n-1 ( CPr(q)+ l-2 jES ( -+(“nl>i% 
From this and the fact that xjEIO,,..,n_-ll Pr(%j) < n/(n + 1) + U, it follows that 
a contradiction. Thus, we proved 9’,, to witness the desired separation. 0 
5.3. Monotonic probabilistic learning with probability p 2 i 
This section of the paper concerns class preserving monotonic probabilistic learn- 
ing. We show that the probabilistic hierarchies (MGNp&J))p~ lo,11 and (MOhr__~Ob 
( p)), E Co,1 I are strictly decreasing with increasing probability. 
‘hmem 27. (1) (MON$,b<p>)p~ p,ll is strictly decreasing at points ( &)n E N+, 
(2) (MONP,b(p))PE[o,~j is strictly decreasing at points (&)n, N+. 
Proof. Let n E N+. We prove Theorem 27 by defining an indexed family S,, witnessing 
the desired separations. Let ( , ): N x (0,. . . ,3n - 1) 4 k4 be an effective encoding of 
RJ x (0,. . .) 3n-l}.Letk,jEN,j<3n-1. 
If qk(k) f, then set L(,j) = Lk for all j < 3n - 1. 
If cp+,(k)l, j=3z+r for some zE{O,...,n- 1) and rE{O,1,2}, then set 
L(,j) =LL uM,,F 
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where 
{&2z+(@“(W+‘)} if i-=0, 
,uz,, := {&2z+(@k(W+2)} if Y= 1, 
{akb2z+(~i(k)+1),akb2z+(~k(k)-t2)} if r = 2. 
Obviously, _YO = (L(,j))k,jE N, jG3n-i is an indexed family. 
First of all we show that Z,, E MON&(2n/2n + 1). Let P be a PIM equipped with 
a (2n + l)-sided coin. Let L~range(Z), and let ke N with L CLk. Let z be a text 
for L, let XE N, and let m, be the highest natural number with ukbmx orange. Let 
c E { 0,. . . , 2n}“0 be an oracle. 
PIM P: On input rl, PC1 works as follows. 
(i) Assume that c”=2z+v for azE{O,...,n- l} and a v~{O,l}. If (k,3z+r) is 
consistent with r, for all Y E (0, 1,2}, then set P”‘(z,) = (k, 3z) in case v = 0, and 
P”‘(z,) = (k, 32 + 1) in case v = 1. Request the next input. 
If (k, 32 + r) is not consistent with z, for all r E { 0, 1,2}, then distinguish the 
following cases. 
(a) 
(b) 
If (k, 32 + 2) is consistent with rX, then output (k, 32 + v) in case (k, 32 + U) 
is consistent with z,., and (k, 32 + 2) otherwise. Request the next input. 
If (k, 3z + 2) is not consistent with tX, then request new inputs until a z’ E N, 
z #z’, is found such that the range of the text seen so far is equal to the 
range of a language L(k,s2’+T) for an YE (0, 1,2}. Output the corresponding 
index. Request the next input. 
(ii) If c” = 2n, then test whether @k(k) dm,. If not, then output i and request the 
next input. If it is, then request new inputs until the range of the actual text is 
equal to the range of a language L(k,3r+r) for a ZEN and an ~~{0,1,2}. Output 
the corresponding index and request the next input. 
Obviously, PC is monotonic on T. Moreover, the probability of the set of all 
oracles c such that PC converges correctly on r is 24(2n + 1). Hence, it suffices 
to argue that Yn $! MONj:,,( p) for all p >2n/(2n + 1). For the sake of readability, 
we restrict ourselves to the case n = 1. Assume that 91 E MONi$,,(p) for p > i. Let 
P be any PIM MON&,,(p)-identifying 91 with respect to a hypothesis space 99 with 
range(%) = runge(91). 
Let L~runge(91), and let kc N with L CLk. Let mo be the least level in Fp s~(i,,j 
such that 
40 E yp (s+.2)  
m0 
1 ind(o) # 1, L(Ginqo)) 2 Lk}) = $ + w 
for a WE(O, i]. Then @k(k)dmo or qk(k)T. Suppose cpk(k)l and @k(k)>mo. Let 
r E (0, 1,2}. Define C,. to be the set of all oracles c E (0, 1,2}” such that 
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Set pr :=Pr(C,). Obviously, po + p1 + p2 < (5) + w. From the fact that every change 
from an index for Lp, I-~) to an index for L(k,r), or from an index for Ll,,) to an index 
for a smaller language violates monotonicity for the language Llk,2), we can derive that 
pr>f +w for rE{O,l}, 
a contradiction. Thus, 9, witnesses the wanted separation. 
Next we show that 9,, is properly monotonically identifiable with probability 4n/ 
(4n + 1). Define a PIM P equipped with a (4n + I)-sided coin as follows. Let L E range 
(.2iYn), and let kE N with L &Lk. Let z~ text(L), let xE N, and let m, be the highest 
natural number with akbmr Erange(z,). Let CE (0,. . . ,4n}03 be an oracle. 
PIM P: On input z,, PC’ works as follows. 
Ifc”=4z+u forazE{O,..., n - 1) and a u E { 0, 1,2,3}, then distinguish the following 
cases. 
6) If (k, 32 + Y) is consistent with Z, for all r~ {0,1,2}, then set 
PcX(rX)= (k,3z) iff u=O OY U= 1, and 
P”(z,)=(k,3z+ 1) iff v=2 or u=3. 
Request the next input. 
(ii) Otherwise (k, 32 + r) is not consistent with r, for an r E { 0, 1,2}. If (k, 32 + 2) is 
consistent with z,, then distinguish the following cases. 
(a) Suppose (k, 32) is not consistent with Z, and (k, 32 + 1) is consistent with r,. 
Then output (k, 32 + 1) in case v = 0, and output (k, 32 + 2) in case u = 1. 
If v =2,3, then output (k, 32 + 1). If (k,3z + 1) is not consistent with z, 
and (k,3z) is consistent with z,, then output (k, 32) in case v = 2, and output 
(k, 32 + 2) in case v = 3. If v = 0, 1, then output (k, 32). Finally, request the 
next input. 
(b) Suppose (k, 32) and (k, 3z+l) are not consistent with r,. Then output (k, 3z+2) 
and request the next input. 
If (k, 32 + 2) is not consistent with r,, then search for Z’E (0,. . ,n - l} such 
that (k, 3z’+ 2) is consistent with 7,. Notice that in this case, either (k,3z’) or 
(k, 32’ + 1) is not consistent with r,. Output (k,3z’ + Y’) where Y’ is the least 
number in (0, 1,2} with (k, 32’ + r’) being consistent with r,. Request the next 
input. 
If c” = 4n, then test whether @k(k) Gm,. If not, then output I and request the next 
input. Otherwise request new inputs until the range of the actual text is equal to a 
language L{,&,) for an YE{O, 1,2}. Output the corresponding index and request the 
next input. 
We will now show that 9,, witnesses the wanted separation. For the sake of readability, 
we restrict ourselves to the case n = 1. First we show that P identifies 91 monotonically 
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with probability 2. Let L E range(Zi ), and let k E N with L 2 Lk. Let r be a text for 
L. If cpk(k) T, then every language L(,,) is equal to Lk, and the probability for the set 
of all oracles c such that PC EMON-converges correctly on z is exactly 5. 
If qk(k) 1, there is only one possibility to produce nonmonotonic paths, namely in 
case P changes from an index (k, 32 + Y) to an index (k, 3z + (1 - Y)) for an r E (0, l} 
in an infinite computation tree for L(Q). It is easy to see that the probability for such a 
change is l/5. 3 More precisely, we distinguish the following cases. If L = L(,$, then 
PC EMON-converges on r for every oracle c with co # 3, if L = L(,,), then PC EMON- 
converges on z for every oracle c with co # 1. If L = L(k,z) and CZ~~‘~(~)+’ appears 
before ukb@h(k)f2 in r, then PC EMON-converges on z for every oracle c with co # 2; 
if ukb@i(k)12 appears before ukb@kck)+’ m z, then P” EMON-converges on T for every 
oracle c with co # 0. Thus, P EMON,,,b(4/5)-identifies every language in 9,. 
Notice that P is allowed to change from an index for L(k,$ to an index for L(k, l_rj, 
Y E (0, l}. However, paths which contain indices for L(k,s) and L(k, ,) are violating 
monotonicity for L(k,2). By considering this fact, we can show by a counting argument 
similar to that in the first part of the proof that _Y’i witnesses the wanted separation. 
n 
By applying Theorem 27, we can derive the following corollary 
Corollary 28. Let n E N+. Then 
6. Proper probabilistic learning 
6. I. Conservative and strong-monotonic probabilistic learning 
In the previous section, we saw that restrictions on the choice of the hypothesis space 
have a strong effect on the probabilistic hierarchy when dealing with conservative 
learning. Intuitively, the probabilistic hierarchy in this case should be even higher 
structured provided the machines are forced to deal with the original descriptions of 
the languages to be learned. Actually, we can show for proper conservative learning 
and proper strong-monotonic learning that the corresponding probabilistic hierarchies 
are dense in [0, 11. 
Separation results in the field of learning of indexed families are often proved with 
the technique used in Theorem 25 or Theorem 26. However, if we want to show for 
P E {COV, SMON} that EpPcproh(p) # -QPLproh(q) for all p, q E [i, 11, p # q, then we have 
3 In the case n> 1, we notice that a change from a hypothesis (k,3z + r) to a hypothesis (k, 32’ + r’) can 
violate monotonicity only in the case where z = z’. Since the algorithm guarantees that there is at most one 
change between a hypothesis (k, 32 + T) and a hypothesis (k, 32 + (1 - r)), Y E (0, l}, the probability of the 
set of all oracles c such that PC is not monotonic on a text T for a language LE range(.FG) is equal to 
1/(4n + 1). 
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to search a separation technique which is “weaker” than the reduction to the halting 
problem but “strong” enough to avoid proper deterministic identification under the 
considered monotonic&y constraint. Intuitively, the desired separations can be achieved 
by offering the PIMs a finite number of indices for a finite segment of a text for a 
language to be learned such that some of the choices among these indices lead to 
strong-monotonic paths and others to paths which are not conservative. If it is not 
decidable whether an index is suitable for a strong-monotonic path or not, then the 
language to be learned cannot be inferred deterministically without breaking strong- 
monotonicity. In the proof of the following theorem, we make this intuition precise. 
Theorem 29. Let c, d E N such that 1 > 2 > i and gcd(c, d) = 1. Then 
C 
ESMON;&,, ; ( >\ 
Proof. Let c,d E N such that i <c/d < 1 and gcd(c, d) = 1. The key idea of the proof 
can be described as follows. We define an indexed family zC/d = (Llk,j) )k,jEN,j<c-_l 
such that the following holds. 
If C&(k) t, then all the languages L(,j) for j E (0,. . . , c - 1) are infinite and equal 
to Lk; 
If qk(k) 1, then exactly 2c-d of the languages are finite and equal to LL. The other 
d - c languages are infinite and equal to Lk. The indices { (k,ji), . . . , (k,j2c-d)} c 
{(ko),..., (k,c - 1)) for the finite languages depend only on the value of cpk(k). 
Obviously, yC/d is strong-monotonically identifiable with probability (2c - d)/c, since 
we can guess each (k, j), j d c - 1, with probability l/c. However, the empty hypothesis 
I can play the role of an index for a finite language as long as we have no informa- 
tion about cpk(k), and thus we can prove yC/d to be strong-monotonically identifiable 
with probability at least c/d. Intuitively, the identifying PIM guesses each (k,j) with 
probability l/d and -L with probability (d - c)/d. 
Now we have to be precise how to choose the indices for the finite languages. For 
that purpose, we define a surjective, total recursive function mod;,_,. Set 
M;C__d={SISC{O ,..., C- I}, ISI=2C-d}. 
Let COd;,_d : kf;c_d --) (0,. . . , (,,‘,) - 1) be an effective encoding of M&_d. Then 
define mod;c_d : N + (0, . . . , (,,“,) - 1) by setting 
mOd;,_d(y) :=X iRxt{O...., (2ced) - 1) Ay=xmod(2c:d) 
for all y E N. Obviously mod”,,_d iS total recursive, surjective, and mod;,_d(y) encodes 
a subset of (0,. . . , c - 1) of cardinality 2c - d for each y E N. 
Now we are ready to define yC/d more formally. Let ( , ) : N x { 0,. . . , c - 1) + N 
be an effective encoding of the set N x (0,. . . , c - I}. For k,j E N, j <c - 1 define 
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L(k,j) CLk as follows. Let k, j E N, j <C - 1. 
i 
Li if qk(k) 1 A j E (cud~,._d)-‘(mod5,_,(~k(k))), 
L(k,j) := Lk if cpk(k) ./. A j ff (COdC2c_d)-‘(mod~,-d(cpk(k)>), 
Lk if cpk(k) T. 
The languages L(,j) can be defined alternatively in the following way. Let k, j E N, 
j<c- 1. 
If @k(k) > n - 1, then 
akbn EL(~,J for all j<c - 1; 
If @k(k) dn - 1, then 
akbn EL(k,j) iff j $! (coA~,-d)-‘(mod~,_d(~k(k))). 
Thus, ycid = (L(k,j) )k,jEN,j<c-I is an indexed family, since “@k(k) <n- 1” is uniformly 
decidable for all k, n E N. 
Let k E N with qk(k) 1. Then L(k,j) = L6 iff j E (Cod~,_d)-‘(mOdc2c-d((Pk(k))). 
Otherwise L(k,j) =Lk. Remark that it is not decidable whether a language L Er~nge(=Fi!&) 
is finite or not. We have to show now that 5YCld has the desired properties. 
In order to prove y)c,d E ESMON,,,~(c/d), we define a PIM P equipped with a d- 
sided coin. Let L E ran+?(y&), let r be a text for L, and let x E N. Let m, be the 
highest natural number with ukbmr E range(z,). Let s E (0,. . . ,d - 1)” be an oracle. 
PIM P: On input r,, P”’ works as follows. 
(i> If so = j with j E (0,. . . ,c - l}, then distinguish the following cases. 
(a> If (k, I) is consistent with zX for all I < c - 1, then set 
P”(zX) = (k, j). 
Request the next input. 
(b) If (k, 1) is not consistent with rX for some I <c - 1, then output (k, i) with i 
being the least natural number <c - 1 such that (k, i) is consistent with r,. 
(ii) 
Request the next input. 
If s”=j with jE{c,... ,d - l}, then test whether @k(k)dm,. 
If it is, then output (k, i) with i being the least natural number 
(mod&(pk(k))) and request the next input. Otherwise output 1 
next input. 
in (cod&- 
and request the 
end _ 
Obviously, Ps is strong-monotonic on r, since P never changes from an index 
for an infinite language to an index for a finite language. Furthermore, the proba- 
bility of the set of all oracles s such that Ps converges correctly on z is c/d. Thus, 
yC,d E ESMON;;&/d). 
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It remains to be shown that Z+ 4 EC0 b&&(p) for all p > c/d. Assume the con- 
verse, and let E > 0 with 3’c~d E ECOV,,,b((c/d) + 8). Let P be the identifying PIM. 
We define a recursive procedure 9 which computes for each k E N a natural number 
jE{O,...&CJ -1) such that j # mod&,(cpk(k)). Let k E N. Recall that Lk E z#. 
In Stage n, 9 works as follows: 
If @k(k)<n - 1, then define Y(k) to be the least eE {O,..., (,,“,) - 1) with 
e # modG,_,(cpk(k)). Otherwise compute 9 P,ri and define for all j E N, j<c - 1, 
C; = {s (P”(z,k) = (k,j) and Vx < n : Psx(z,k) = (k,j) or P”‘(z,k) = I}. 
Set 
pi = Pr(c;). 
Test if xT:i pi > c/d. If not, then go to stage n + 1. Otherwise there exists a z > 0 
with xJ:i pi = (c/d) + z. Let S= {ji,. . .,jzc-d} be a subset of (0,. . .,c - 1) of 
cardinality 2c - d and set 
2c-d 
ms= c pTs+ 1-2-z . 
s=l > 
Then define 
Y(k):=the least et {O,..., (2ccd) - 1} with m(,,dE,_,)-l(e) < s. 
Now we have to prove that the procedure Y fulfils the desired conditions. 
Claim 1. The procedure 9 terminates for each k E N. 
Let kGN. 
(i) pi is computable for all j, n E N, j < c - 1, and there exists an n E N with 
z;zi pi” > c/d, since zcld is assumed to be in ECO&,b((c/d) + E). 
(ii) Let n E N with C?’ ,=0 py > c/d. If @k(k)<n, then Y stops. In case @k(k) > n, we 
show that there exists a subset S = { jt, . . . , j2c__d} of (0,. . . , c - 1) with ms < c/d. 
Assume the converse, i.e., rns >c/d for each subset S of (0,. . . , c - l} of cardi- 
nality 2c - d. Then 
c 
C 
( > 
C 
m.72 
Sc{O,...,c-1}, ISI=Zc-d 2c-d ‘2’ 
From the definition of rns and the equation x;zi pi = (c/d) + z, we obtain 
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and hence. 
a contradiction, since d/c > 1. 
Consequently, 9 is effective and outputs the code number of a subset of (0,. . . , c - 1 } 
of cardinality 2c - d for all k E N. 
Claim 2. Let k E N with cpk(k) 1. Then 
To prove this claim, let k E N with cpk(k) 1. Let {L(k,j,), . . . ,L(Q~~_~)} be the set of 
the finite languages, i.e., L~,j‘) = Li for all i E { 1,. . . ,2c - d}. Set Sk = {jt , . . . ,j,,_,}. 
Let 12 E N such that 9 stops in Stage n. Then either @k(k) bn - 1, and thus Y(k) # 
mod&(qk(k)) by definition of 9, or @k(k) > n - 1. In the latter case, 
7,” =(& and Y(k)=e with M~~~~;~_~)-I(~) < f. 
Obviously, every path not summed up in mg does not converge conservatively on zL;, 
since these paths contain at least one index for Lk in the subtree induced by (rL; ),,. 
Since _Ycld is assumed to be in ECOV,,,b((c/d) + E), the finite language LL has to be 
conservatively identified with a probability p 2 (c/d) + E. Consequently, rns, has to be 
greater or equal to (c/d) + E, and we can conclude that 4(k) # mod&(cpk(k)). 
With these two claims, we are able to prove the desired separation. Define F : 
N x N + N by setting 
F(k,x) := Y(k) 
for all k,x E N. Then F is recursive, since 9 is recursive and there exists some ko E N 
such that (pkO(X) = 4(ko) for all x E N. Consequently, 
and hence, 
a contradiction to Claim 2. Thus, ye/d $ ECOsprob((c/d) + E). 0 
In the following, we investigate the structure of the probabilistic hierarchies 
(J=Mo$;:,,( P)) pe[o,l~, (ESMON,,,~(P)),~[O,~I, and WO~Pprod~Np~[~,l~ in the in- 
terval [0, +I. 
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Theorem 30. Let c,d E N such that 1 > 2 > i and gcd(c,d)= 1. Let nf N, n>,2. 
Then 
Sf C 
ESMoNprob z ( )\ u O<&<l-;ic;; ESMON,rob (A + E) # 0, 
and 
~0 qrob 
C 
c(n- l)+d 
)\ 
U EC0 &rob 
O<&<l-- Ccn- I )+d c(n-:)+d +‘) #” 
Proof. Let n E N, n 32, and let c,d E N with c/d > $ and gcd(c, d) = 1. Let -rP,, = 
(L(k,j)kjEN,jQc-l be the indexed family defined in Theorem 29, and let Y-’ = 
(Lf)iEN be the indexed family defined in the proof of Theorem 13. Then YCld is 
ESMON&,,( p)-identifiable with probability c/d, but not conservatively identifiable 
with a higher probability, and Z’“-’ is _!?sMoN$Ob(p)-identifiable with probability 
l/n. but not CLzM&b(p)-identifiable with a higher probability. We define the indexed 
family witnessing the desired separations by combining these two indexed families. 
Let C={l,a,b}. Let ( , , ):N x N x {O,...,c- I}-+N be an effective encoding 
of N x N x {O,...,c- I}. Set 
L(i,k,j) := Lf U L(k,j) 
for all i,k,jE N, j<c - 1. Set ZCTil =(L (r,k,j) h,~,m~,j~~--l- Obviously, gcTi’ is an 
indexed family. Now we have to show that 58:;’ establishes the wanted separation. For 
the sake of readability, we restrict ourselves to the case n = 2. Recall that _Y’ = (Lf)iCN 
where Lf = A?+, and Lg = {(x, y) 1 (x, y) <(m, 1)) for all m E N+ (cf. Theorem 13). 
First of all we prove that A?$ E ESMON&,b(c/2d). Define a PIM P equipped with 
a 2d-sided coin as follows. Let L E range(Y&), let r be a text for L, and let x E lV. 
We may assume that range(z,) is the union of a finite set of rational numbers and 
the range of an initial segment of tk for a k E N. Let m be the least natural number 
with range(z,) n .Z?+ c [O,m]. Furthermore, let m, be the highest natural number with 
akbmx E range(z,). Let s E (0,. . . ,2d - l}O” be an oracle. 
PIM P: On input z,, Psx works as follows. 
(i) Ifs’=j with jE{O,..., c - 1) then distinguish the following cases. 
(a) If (k, I) is consistent with z, n Lk for all Z<c - 1, then set P”‘((z,) = (m, k,j). 
Request the next input. 
(b) If (k, I) is not consistent with r, f’& for some I Q c - 1, then output (m, k, i) 
with i being the least natural number <c - 1 such that (k, i) is consistent 
with r, n Lk. Request the next input, 
(ii) If s”=j with jE{c,... ,d - l}, then test whether @k(k)<m,. If it is, then output 
(m,k, i) with i being the least natural number in (cod&-l(mod~,_d(cp~(k))) 
and request the next input. Otherwise output I and request the next input. 
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(iii) If so =j with j E {d,. . . , d + c - I}, then distinguish the following cases. 
(a) If (k, I) is consistent with rX n Lk for all 1 dc - I, then set PSX(rX) = (0, k,j). 
(b) If (k, 1) is not consistent with r, nLk for some 1 bc - 1, then output (0, k,i) 
with i being the least natural number f c - 1 such that (k, i) is consistent 
with z, n Lk. Request the next input. 
(iv) If so ==j with j E {d + c,. . . , 2d - l}, then test whether @k(k)<m,. 
If it is, then output (0, k,i) with i being the least natural number in (cod&-’ 
(mod~,_,(cpk(k))). Request the next input. Otherwise output i and request the 
next input. 
Obviously, P ESMON&,(p)-identifies T& with probability c/2d. 
Next we show that Z’& E ECOl$/,,,~(c/(c + d)). For that purpose, we define a PIM 
P equipped with a (c + d)-sided coin. Let L E range(Ji!&), let r be a text for L, 
and let x E N. We may assume that range(z,) is the union of a finite set of rational 
numbers and the range of an initial segment of rk for a k E N. Let m be the least 
natural number with range(r,) n $+ c [0, m], and let m, be the highest natural number 
with ukbmr E runye( Let s E (0,. . . ,c + d - 1)” be an oracle. Notice that c + d = 
2(2c - d) + 3(d - c). 
PIM P: On input z,, Psx works as follows. 
(i) If s”=j withjE(1,. . . , c - l}, then distinguish the following cases. 
(a) 
(b) 
If (0, k, I) is consistent with r, for all Zfc - 1, then set Ps.T(~x) = (0, k,j) and 
request the next input. 
If (0, k, I) is not consistent with rX for some 1 d c - 1, then output (0, k, i) with 
i being the least natural number d c - 1 such that (0, k, i) is consistent with 
rX. Request the next input. 
(ii) If so = j with j E {c, . ._ ,2c - l}, then test whether @k(k) d m, and distinguish the 
following cases. 
(a) If @k(k) > m,, then output (m, k,j), and request the next input. 
(b) Assume @k(k)dm,. If Per-’ (z,_ 1) is consistent with z,, then output Pcxm 
(~~-1) and request the next input. If PC‘-’ (z,_ ,) is not consistent with r,, 
then distinguish the following cases. 
l Assume j $! (cOdc2c_-d)-1(mod~,_d(cpk(k))). 
If @k(k) cm,, then output (m, k,j) and request the next input. If @k(k) = m,, 
then output (O,k, i) with i being the least natural number in (cod&-’ 
(mod&(cpk(k))) and request the next input. 
l If j E (cOd&_d)-‘(rnOd~c_-d(q7k(k))), and (m, k,j) is consistent with rXr then 
output (m, k,j); if (m, k,j) is not consistent with rX, then output (m, k, i) with 
i being the least natural number d c - 1 such that (m, k, i) is consistent with 
7,. Request the next input. 
(iii) If so =j with j E {2c,. ..,d +c - l}, then test whether @k(k)dm,. 
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If it is, then output (m,k, i) with i being the least natural number in (c~d&_~)-’ 
(m&_,(cpk(k))) provided @k(k) = m,. Otherwise output (m,k, i) with i being 
the least natural number <c - 1 such that (m, k, i) is consistent with z,. Request 
the next input. If @k(k) > m,, then output -L and request the next input. 
It is easy to verify that Z& E ECOb&,~(c/(c + d)). 
It remains to show that 56’& establishes the wanted separations. First we show that 
Y/d $ ESMONprob((c/2d)+~) for all E E (0,l -(c/2@]. Assume the converse and let P 
be a PIM which ESMON-identifies Z& with a probability p > c/2d. We first notice 
that every path in the infinite computation tree induced by P and z which ESMON- 
converges for a language in Z& has to be strong-monotonic in both components, i.e., 
whenever a hypothesis (u’, k’, j’) is produced after a hypothesis (u, k, j) for u, k, j E N, 
j<c - 1, then L$ CL5 and L(gj) CL(~I,~,). In particular, a path which ESMON- 
converges for LE U L, L E Ycp, m > 0, may never contain an index of the form (0, k, j). 
By considering these facts, we can construct a PIM P’ which ESMON-identifies $pcld 
with a probability p > c/d, a contradiction to Theorem 29. For more information about 
this probabilistic inference machine, we refer the reader to [37]. 
Next we show that 5?$d @ ECOF&b(c/(c + d) + F) for all E E (0, d/(c +d)]. Assume 
the converse and let P be a PIM which ECO&&p)-identifies Ti,d with a probability 
p > c/(c + d). As in the proof of Theorem 29, we can define a recursive procedure 
9 computing a natural number j E (0,. . . , (,,“,) - 1) such that j # modi,_d(cpk(k)) 
for all k E N. Since the technique is known from Theorem 29, we only give a sketch 
of the proof. 
Let k E h4 and let TQ,~ be the canonical text for Z?+ ULk. Let rp,T~,k be the corre- , 
sponding infinite computation tree. Let n, j E N, j <c - 1, and define 
p? =PT-({c /P”“((T~~~)~)= (0 
I>" 
k j)}) 37 . 
By assumption, 2 U Lk is conservatively identifiable with p > c/(c +d), and thus, there 
is an no E IQ such that 
c-l 
c &I~=~+~Q 
j=O 
for a ZQ > 0. Let mo be the least natural number with runge((zQ,k),,)n2+ C [O,mo]. 
Let r be a text for L$$ ULpj) with (TQ,~)~~ C z. Define for n E N, n >no, 
p$ = Pr({c 1 Vx ~noPcx(zx) # (0, k, j), and Pcn(zn) = (mo, k, j)}). 
Obviously, every path (Pcz(z,.))xE N in YP,~ with Pc”“(q,,) = P”““((T~~~)~,) = (O,k, j) is 
not conservative for LgO u L&i). Thus, there exists an ni E N, ni > no, with 
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for a z,~ > 0. Let S = {jr , . . . , jzc-d} be a subset of { 0,. . . , c - 1 } of cardinality 2c - d, 
and set 
s= 1 
__ - ZQ -Z,,, 
cfd 
Now we can show by using the same counting argument as in the first part of the 
proof that there exists at least one subset S = {,jr,. ,j?;c__d} of (0,. . . , c - l} such 
that rn? < c/(c + d). Assume cpk(k) l. Then the set {(me, k,jj) j j, f S} contains at least 
one index for L$, U Lk, since L$, U L; is assumed to be conservatively identifiable with 
p > c/(c + d). 
Hence, we can conclude that .Y&d Q! ECOF&,(p) for all p > c/(c + d). This com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Theorem 29 and Theorem 30 directly yield the following consequences. 
Corollary 31. (ESMON~~~~(P))~E[O,~I and (ESMON,,,~(P)J~E[O,II as wll us 
(K~~~P))~E[o,II are dense in LO, 11. 
By observing the languages constructed in the proof of Theorem 29, we can conclude 
that proper probabilistic learning under monotonicity conditions is much stronger than 
deterministic identification under monotonicity constraints. However, all the languages 
y&, c/d > k, defined in Theorem 29 are strong-monotonically identifiable by a team 
of two IIMs. The following theorem shows by using a familiar diagonalization argument 
(cf. e.g., [51]) that proper strong-monotonic probabilistic learning is much stronger than 
proper deterministic conservative team learning. 
Theorem 32. There exists an indexed family 9, 9 E LIM with 
2 g n ESMON$,(l - E) IJ ECOK/;,,,(n). 
O<t:<I \ ntN 
Proof. Since the diagonalization tool used is well known, we only give a sketch of 
the proof. For k E FV set Ak := {ak}, and d =(A ) k &N. Construct an indexed family 
Ya = (Li)icN with range(%)= {& 1 k E N} such that for every language &, k E W, 
there exist finite sections Nk,t,Nk,z,. . of N with 
(Nk.,] TcQ for j + co, and L,,=hk for all m E Nk,j, j E N. 
By diagonalizing against all Turing machines (M,),,N, we force each machine MI to 
overgeneralize on almost all languages Ak, k E N, by enlarging the language L, E 90, 
L, = Ak iff M1 guesses m on the canonical text for Ak, t < k, and Mt did not guess an 
index n with L, =Ak before. 0 
From Theorem 32, we can draw the following corollary which shows that proper 
probabilistic learning under an arbitrary monotonicity constraint is much stronger than 
the corresponding team notion. 
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Corollary 33. Let p E (COV, SMON). Then there exists an indexed family 9, 
_Y E LIA4 with 
3 E n -Q&(1 - E) 
O<&<l \ 
pPtpom(n). 
6.2. Proper monotonic learning 
In this section we prove two theorems similar to Theorem 29 for the case of 
proper monotonic probabilistic learning. First we investigate the probabilistic hierar- 
chy (EMON~~~6(p))p~[~,,~. In the following, we prove a theorem establishing a useful 
connection between the probabilistic learning classes ;1MON~&,( p) and AC0 I$&,( p) 
for 1 E {E, E}. 
Theorem 34. Let p E [0, 11, and let A E {E, E}. Then AA4Oi$,,(p) G ACO&,b(p). 
Proof. Let p E [0, 11, let 2 E {E, E}, and let 9 be a hypothesis space. Let 2 be an in- 
dexed family with 2 E IMON&,(p). Let P be any identifying PIM, let L E range(Z), 
and let r be a text for L. It suffices to show that a path in Yp,r which is monotonic and 
converges correctly on r with respect to 3 may not contain an index for an overgen- 
eralization of L. Assume the converse. Then there exist an oracle c, an mo E N and an 
overgeneralization L’ for L such that there are x, y E N, x < y 6 mo, with L’ = L(Gp,x(,,) 
and L = L(G,,Y(,~)). Consequently, (P”*(Q), E N is not monotonically for L’ for every 
text r’ E text(L’j with r,, C r’, a contradiction to our assumption. Hence, we 
define a PIM which conservatively identifies 55’ with probability p. 0 
From Theorems 29 and 34 follows immediately that the probabilistic 
(EMON$Ob(p))p~[o, 11 is dense in the interval [i, 11. 
Corollary 35. (E~oN~~Ob(p))pG~o, 11 is dense in [i, 11. 
can easily 
hierarchy 
In the case of (EMON,,,b(p)),El~, 11, we are able to show that the probabilistic 
hierarchy is dense in a sufficiently large neighborhood of 1. The idea of the proof 
is analogous to the idea used in the proof of Theorem 29. However, the technical 
realization in this case is more sophisticated than in the case of strong-monotonic 
and conservative probabilistic learning, since the probabilistic machines may choose 
overgeneralizations of the language to be learned on the converging paths. Thus, we 
give the precise proof of the following theorem in order to show how to deal with the 
difficulties arising in the case of monotonic probabilistic learning. 
Theorem 36. Let c, d E N such that 9 > 5, and gcd(c, d) = 1. Then 
u EMON,,,b 
O<&<l--2c ’ d 
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Proof. Letc,dEN suchthat2c/d>i andgcd(c,d)=l.Let (,):BJ x{O,...,c-l}+N 
be an effective encoding of N x (0,. ..,c-1). Fork,jEN, j<c-l,defineLtk,j)CLk 
as follows. Let k, j E N. 
1 
L; if cpk(k) 1 A j E (cod5,_d)-‘(mod5,_d(cpk(k))), 
L(k,j) := Lk if 9k(k) I A j $ (COd~,-d)-‘(mOdc3c-d((Pk(k))), 
Lk if cpk(k) T. 
In order to prove _Y&,d E ESMON,,b(2c/d), we define a PIM P equipped with a 
d-sided coin. Let L E runge(.Z~,,d), let r be a text for L, and let x E N. Let m, be the 
highest natural number with ukbmr E range(z,). Let s E (0,. , d - l}” be an oracle. 
PIM P: On input z,,P”‘ works as follows. 
(i) If so = j with j E (0,. . . , c - l}, then distinguish the following cases. 
(a) If (k, I) is consistent with t, for all I <c - 1, then set 
F’(Q) = (k,j). 
Request the next input. 
(b) If (k, I) is not consistent with z, for some I6 c - 1, then output (k, i) with i 
being the least natural number Q c - 1 such that (k, i) is consistent with T_~. 
Request the next input. 
(ii) If so = j with j E {c,. . , 2c- l}, then test whether @k(k) dm,. If it is not, then set 
P”‘(zx) = (k,j) and request the next input. If it is, then distinguish the following 
cases. 
(a) If j E (code,_,)-‘(mod~,_,(cpk(k))), and if (k,j) is consistent with rX, then 
output (k, j). Otherwise output (k, i) with i being the least natural number 
6 c - 1 such that (k, i) is consistent with 7,. Request the next input. 
(b) If j $! (cod&)-‘(mod&(cpk(k))), then output (k,i) where i is the least 
natural number dc - 1 with i E (cod&_,)-‘(mod”,,_,(cpk(k))). Request the 
next input. 
(iii) If s”=j with jE{2c,..., d - l}, then test whether @k(k)dm,. 
If not, then output -L and request the next input. If it is, then output (k, j) 
where j is the least natural number in (cod&_,)-‘(mod&_,(qk(k))) provided 
(k, j) is consistent with 7,. Request the next input. If (k, j) is not consistent 
with z,, then output (k, i) where i is the least natural number <c - 1 with i $ 
(cod$_d)-l(modS,_d(qk(k))) and request the next input. 
Obviously, this PIM EMON,,,b(2c/d)-identifies dtP~~/d. 
It remains to show that 92~ 4 ECOVprob(p) for all p>2c/d. Assume the converse 
and let E >O with z&/d E ECOV,,,b((2c/d) + 8). Let P be the identifying PIM. We 
define a recursive procedure 9 which computes for each k E N a natural number 
j E {O,. . . I (&) - l} such that j # mod;,_,(cpk(k)). 
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Let k E N. Recall that Lk E Zp2c,d. 
In Stage IZ, 9 works as follows. 
If @k(k) <n - 1, then define 3(k) to be the least 8 E (0,. . , (&) - 1) with 
/#mod&_,(qk(k)). Otherwise compute FP,T; and define for all j E N, j<c - 1, 
p; = Pr({c 1 Fqz,k) = (k,j)}). 
Test if zJ:j pJ >2c/d. If not, then request another input and go to stage n + 1. 
If it is, then let S = {jl,. . . ,j3c-d} be a subset of (0,. . . , c - l} of cardinal&y 3c -d, 
and set 
3c-d 
w= C PJ. 
s=l 
Define Sj := (codi,_d)-‘(j) for j E (0,. . . , (,,“_,) - 1}, and 
$(k):=the least (t{O,...,Gccd) - 1) with ms+2(3cid). 
Now we have to prove that the procedure 9 firlfils the desired conditions. 
Claim 1. The procedure 9 terminates for each k E N. 
Let k6 N. 
0) 
(ii) 
pi is computable for all j, n E N, j<c - 1, and there exists an n E N with 
xTl:pJ’ >2cjd, since ?&c/d is assumed to be in EMON,,b((2c/d) + E). 
Let n E N with xT:i pi >2c/d. If @k(k) <n, then $ stops and outputs a natural 
number. Otherwise @k(k)dn. In this case, we can show by using a combinator- 
ical argument (cf. Theorem 29) that there exists a subset S= {ji,. . . ,j3c_d} of 
(0,. . ., c - 1) with rns <2(3c - d)/d. 
Consequently, X is effective and outputs the code number of a subset of (0,. . . , c - 1) 
of cardinality 3c - d for all k E N. 
Claim 2. Let k E N with cpk(k) 1. Then 
9(k) #mod;&%(k)). 
Let k E N with rpk(k) 1. Let n E N such that 9 stops in Stage n. Then either 
@k(k) d n - 1, and thus 9(k) # mod;,_,(cpk(k)) by definition of 9, or @k(k) > n - 1. 
In the latter case, 
6 = (&), and 9(k) =8 with m(,,d;,_,)-l(s) < 2(3c - d) d . 
Let {L(k,j+ . . . , L(k,j,,_,)} be the set of the finite languages, i.e., Llk,j,) = Li for all 
iE{l,..., 3c - d}. Set S = {ji,. . . ,j3c_d}. Then the first approximation to the proba- 
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bility of the set of all oracles c such that PC potentially EMON-converges correctly 
on rk is given by 
2c 
ms+l---z. 
d 
Since LL is assumed to be monotonically identifiable with a probability p 3 (2c/d) + E, 
the probability of the set of all oracles c such that Pcn((& )n) is an index for Lk 
and (Pcr((ti;)x)) xE MEMON-converges to an index for LL must be greater than 
(2c/d)-(msfl-(2c/d)-z), i.e., we need an additional probability >(2c/d)-(ms+l- 
(2c/d) - z). However, these paths are “lost” for the language Lk itself, Since mono- 
tonicity does not allow a change from an index for Lk to an index for Lk. Let max(Lk ) 
be the probability of the set of all oracles c such that PC EMON-converges correctly 
on rk. Then 
max(Lk) < 1 - 
Since Lk is assumed to be monotonically identifiable with a probability p > 2cld, we 
can conclude that 
ms> 
2(3c - d) 
d ’ 
Consequently, Y(k) # mod&(cpk(k)). As in the proof of Theorem 29, we can show 
by using the recursion theorem that there is a ks E N with Y(ks) = mod;,_,(qb(ko)), 
a contradiction. 0 
From Theorem 36, we get the desired result for the case of proper monotonic prob- 
abilistic learning. 
Corollary 37. (EMONprob(p)jpE[~,~] is dense in [f, 11. 
In the introduction of this section, we mentioned that the technique used in the proof 
of Theorems 29 and 36 is weaker than the halting problem. Intuitively, 
the learning problem given by the indexed families _Yc,d is not as “complicated” as 
the halting problem itself, since the solution of the learning problem is equivalent to 
the problem whether or not qk(k) encodes a certain set of natural numbers in case 
of qk(k) I. In [37], we will precise how this intuition can be formulated in terms of 
oracle identification. 4 
4 In this learning model, the learning machines have access to an oracle A, where A is a set. From time to 
time, the learner may ask questions to the oracle, for example “x E A?’ or “x $ A?‘. For a more precise 
definition, we refer the reader to [17]. 
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7. Conclusions and open problems 
The present paper studies probabilistic learning of indexed families under mono- 
tonicity constraints. 
We investigated the structure of the probabilistic hierarchies in the case of con- 
servative, monotonic and strong-monotonic probabilistic learning and showed that the 
structure of the probabilistic hierarchy highly depends on the hypothesis spaces the 
learner may use, In particular, we showed every considered probabilistic hierarchy to 
have a gap in case the learner may use arbitrary complex hypothesis spaces. However, 
it remains open how ( CMONp,Ob( P))~~ [0,1] is structured and whether (CSMON,,b 
( P))~~ [o, 11 is discrete. 
If the learner is restricted to class preserving hypothesis spaces or to the original 
descriptions given by the indexed family itself, then the picture changes completely. In 
the case of class preserving conservative learning and class preserving monotonic leam- 
ing, respectively, we receive a strictly decreasing probabilistic hierarchy. For proper 
conservative probabilistic learning as well as for proper strong-monotonic probabilistic 
learning, we are able to show that the corresponding probabilistic hierarchies are dense 
in the whole interval [0, 11. For proper monotonic probabilistic learning, we showed 
the probabilistic hierarchy to be dense in a sufficiently large neighborhood of 1. It 
remained open whether (MON,,b( p)) pE [o, 11 and (CO I$,,.& p)) p E [,I,,] are dense in 
the whole interval [0, 11. 
The results obtained allow the following conclusions. First, probabilistic learners are 
suitable to replace deterministic learners in case they fulfill monotonicity conditions 
and work with respect to class preserving or proper hypothesis spaces. Secondly, the 
investigated learning models could give a deeper insight into the nature of inductive 
learning processes. Especially, the notions of conservative and monotonic probabilistic 
learning are able to reflect the human ability to learn with a probability less than one 
without losing too much certainty, since the corresponding probabilistic hierarchies of 
proper and class preserving learning are strictly decreasing with increasing probability. 
Further work will deal with monotonic probabilistic learning with probability p = 1 
and notions of dual monotonicity. Moreover, we will investigate the connections be- 
tween probabilistic learning of indexed families under monotonicity constraints and 
deterministic learning with oracles, i.e., we will try to answer the question, if and how 
the additional power of probabilistic machines can be compensated by oracles provided 
the machines are claimed to fulfill monotonicity constraints. 
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